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To: Commission 

From: Commission Staff 

Date: February 16, 2022 

Re: Update – Investigation of ALEC CARE Software 

At the January 26, 2022 meeting, the Commission directed staff to continue its efforts to learn 

about the ALEC CARE software by seeking out information that might be available from 

campaign finance agencies that received a similar complaint from the Center for Media and 

Democracy (CMD).  It appears that CMD filed complaints in ten states with the following 

results: 

• Maine and Connecticut decided to investigate.

• Six campaign finance departments dismissed the complaint.  The only detailed decision

that I could find was from the State of Minnesota.  ALEC provided a copy of that

decision in its January 25, 2022 submission (pages ETH 36-42 in the attachment).

• Two campaign finance departments decided not to respond to the CMD complaint.

Our conclusion is that none of these agencies has received more information about ALEC CARE 

than we have.   

We contacted staff at four states by telephone (Connecticut, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Ohio) 

and reviewed the information provided to the Commission by CMD and ALEC’s counsel in 

January.  It appears that campaign finance regulators in six states dismissed the complaints due 

to a combination of legal, factual, and prudential concerns. 

• Similar to our agency, ALEC produced affidavits in the other states’ proceedings

indicating that the legislators identified by CMD in its complaints did not use the ALEC

CARE software.  Consequently, at the time the states were deciding whether to
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investigate, there was insufficient available evidence that any specific candidate received 

an illegal contribution. 

• ALEC has drawn agencies’ attention to various descriptions of ALEC CARE stating that 

the intended purpose of the software is to assist members with constituent relations.  The 

software requires users to agree, when logging in, that they will not use the software for 

campaign purposes.  States have been influenced by these factors, along with a lack of 

evidence available at the present time that ALEC's purpose was to influence election 

campaigns. 

• One agency employee commented to us that even if their agency actively investigated 

this matter, it was unlikely that it would discover sufficient evidence to overcome 

ALEC’s representations about the software’s purpose. 

• In its decision, the Minnesota Campaign Finance and Disclosure Board noted that the 

same software features that could be used to manage contacts with voters could also be 

used to manage contacts with constituents. 

• One agency employee commented that compelling ALEC to provide information about 

its software by subpoena would require a court proceeding in Virginia. 

• The Wisconsin Ethics Commission has a highly developed administrative rule covering 

in-kind contributions which requires a prospective contributor to gain the candidate’s oral 

or written consent before giving something of value to the candidate.  I suspect this 

regulation was part of the determination that there was not a reasonable suspicion that a 

violation occurred, although I received no confirmation of this. 

The following table summarizes the information we gained concerning Wisconsin, Connecticut, 

Minnesota, and Ohio: 

Wisconsin Ethics 
Commission 

On December 14, 2021, the commission determined that the CMD 
complaint did not raise a reasonable suspicion that a violation may 
have occurred.  This could mean either the law or facts did not 
support a reasonable suspicion.  The commission did not issue a 
statement of reasons and WI staff was not permitted to disclose 
them. 
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Connecticut State 
Elections Enforcement 
Commission 

On August 4, 2021, the commission determined to investigate.  The 
investigation is ongoing, but the department has not gained any 
additional information about the ALEC CARE software beyond the 
original complaint and ALEC’s response.  My expectation is that 
any investigation by our agency will proceed more quickly than 
Connecticut’s. 

Minnesota Campaign 
Finance and Public 
Disclosure Board 

On November 3, 2021 the board voted that probable cause did not 
exist to believe that any violations occurred.  Maine Commission 
staff spoke with MN staff about this case and learned that 
discussions primarily revolved around no evidence from CMD that 
MN legislators used the software, which led to their dismissal of the 
complaint.  The board did not discuss gaining access to ALEC 
CARE. 

Ohio Elections 
Commission 

On October 7, 2021 the commission voted 4-2 that there was no 
finding of violation regarding the CMD complaint.  Maine 
Commission staff spoke with their staff attorney who confirmed that 
the complaint was dismissed because both legislators denied ever 
using the software.  There was no discussion by the members 
regarding access to the software, which the staff attorney believes 
was because there was no finding of violation and the case was 
closed.  

 

Written Materials Received in January 

We have attached the materials you reviewed in September 2021 and our correspondence with 

ALEC’s counsel and Voter Gravity in October-December 2021.  The materials also include a 

submission from ALEC received the day before your last meeting, which includes material on 

the outcomes in other states.  They also include a submission from CMD on January 26, 2022. 

Options for the Commission 

In the staff memo for your January 26, 2022 meeting, we outlined three options the Commission 

could take (pages ETH 5-6).  If you decide to move forward with a subpoena, we recommend 

you weigh the following considerations.  The matter will very likely result in litigation that will 

take months to decide.  Although the Commission staff can absorb this additional work, it will 

require sporadic investments of time by the Office of the Attorney General.  ALEC could argue 

there was an insufficient basis for the Commission to conduct an investigation or raise First 

Amendment concerns.  It is difficult to predict how this would unfold.  Even if information is 

received through a subpoena, there is some question whether it will be sufficient to prove that 
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ALEC’s purpose was to influence an election.  That would depend, of course, on the information 

received.   

Thank you for your consideration. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 
04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179   FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commission 
From: Commission Staff 
Date: January 19, 2022 
Re: Interim Staff Memo - Possible In-Kind Contributions from the American Legislative 

Exchange Council 

Initiation of Investigation 

This memo is to report back to you on the status of the staff’s investigation into the ALEC 

CARE software that you voted to pursue on September 29, 2021.  In recent years, the American 

Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) has made ALEC CARE available to legislators who are 

members of the organization.  In late July 2021, the Ethics Commission received a complaint 

from the Center for Media and Democracy (CMD) signed by Arn Pearson arguing that the 

software constitutes an in-kind contribution to legislative candidates in Maine.  Mr. Pearson 

contended that ALEC CARE is essentially the same as Voter Gravity, a software application 

designed for political candidates to manage contacts with voters.  The Commission received 

written responses from ALEC through its attorney, Jason Torchinsky, and from Sen. Trey 

Stewart and Rep. Harrington, through their attorney Joshua Tardy.  According to ALEC, the 

software is intended to assist members in communicating more effectively with constituents and 

to keep track of their constituent research and engagement.  

The Commission considered the complaint at its meeting on September 29, 2021.  It received 

testimony from Sen. Stewart and Rep. Harrington, and legal presentations from Arn Pearson, 

Jason Torchinsky, and Joshua Tardy.  The Commission found there were sufficient grounds to 

investigate whether the ALEC violated 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2) by making contributions to 

candidates that exceeded $400 per election and directed its staff to review the ALEC CARE 

software, its value and the Voter Gravity software.  The Commission found there were 

insufficient grounds to investigate Sen. Stewart and Rep. Harrington. 
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Relevant Maine Election Law 

Standard for Initiating an Investigation. The Commission is required to review every request to 

investigate an alleged violation of campaign finance law and to conduct an “investigation if the 

reasons stated for the request show sufficient grounds for believing that a violation may have 

occurred.”  21-A M.R.S. § 1003(2). 

Definition of Contribution. The term “contribution” includes “[a] gift, subscription, loan, 

advance or deposit of money or anything of value made for the purpose of influencing the 

nomination or election of any person to state, county or municipal office ….”  21-A M.R.S. § 

1012(2)(A)(1).  Influence means “to promote, support, oppose or defeat.”  21-A M.R.S. § 

1012(4-A). 

The Commission’s Rules define an in-kind contribution as follows: “Unless specifically 

exempted under 21-A M.R.S. §§ 1012 and 1052 or this section, the provision of any goods or 

services without charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and customary charge for such 

goods or services is an in-kind contribution.  Examples of such goods and services include, but 

are not limited to: equipment, facilities, supplies, personnel, advertising, and campaign literature. 

If goods or services are provided at less than the usual and customary charge, the amount of the 

in-kind contribution is the difference between the usual and customary charge and the amount 

charged the candidate or political committee.”  94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1, § 6(4). 

Content of Reports – Itemized Contributions. Candidates are required to disclose all 

contributions (cash and in-kind) in regularly scheduled campaign finance reports.  21-A M.R.S. 

§ 1017(5).

Limits on Contributions to Candidates. A political committee or organization may not make 

contributions to a traditionally financed candidate to promote their election that exceed the 

contribution limits in 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2).  For the 2020 elections, the contribution limit for 

legislative candidates was $400 per election. Section 1015(2) focuses on the making of a 

contribution to a candidate by a political committee, corporation or other organization.  If a 

candidate accepts a contribution that exceeds the limits in § 1015, the candidate is subject to a 

penalty under 21-A M.R.S. § 1004-A(2).  Once certified to receive public campaign funding, an 

MCEA candidate may not accept any cash or in-kind contributions.  21-A M.R.S. § 1125(6). 
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Developments since September 29, 2021 

On October 1, 2021, the Commission staff wrote to ALEC’s attorney to inquire whether ALEC 

would provide access to the ALEC CARE software for purposes of the investigation.  We asked 

for an opportunity to navigate a test version of the application for part of a business day, and an 

interview of ALEC’s employee (Aaron Gilham) who trains members on ALEC CARE.  ALEC’s 

counsel wrote a six-page letter dated October 29, 2021 describing his client’s concerns with the 

Commission’s investigation.  The Commission staff responded, but on November 30, 2021 

ALEC’s counsel replied that ALEC would not commit to voluntarily cooperating with the 

Commission’s investigation because of ongoing concerns with its legitimacy.  One fact cited in 

the letter is the lack of any evidence that ALEC members in Maine used the software for 

purposes of the 2020 elections.  The correspondence is attached for your reference.  The 

Commission also received a letter from the owner of Voter Gravity software stating that it was 

respectfully declining to participate in the Commission’s investigation. 

Because ALEC declined to provide the Commission staff with first-hand access to the software 

for purposes of the investigation, the staff examined all other evidence available.  In December 

2021, I reviewed the written materials that were submitted by all parties prior to the 

September 29 meeting and more closely examined the complaint by CMD to the Internal 

Revenue Service (IRS) challenging ALEC’s federal exemption (available on the internet). 

Exhibit 5 of that IRS complaint includes screenshots of the ALEC CARE software that 

apparently were created by a state legislator who has been providing information about ALEC to 

CMD.  I recommend that you review Exhibit 5 (attached directly after this memo), because it can 

provide you with a general sense of the software’s features.  The software includes a user 

dashboard which displays totals for certain activities that have been recorded by the user, such as 

numbers of doors knocked, phone calls made, identified supporters, and social media likes and 

followers.  The software allows the user to set a goal for these activities and tells the user how 

close he or she has advanced toward their goal.  The left-hand navigation menu lists topic areas 

such as Walklists, Phone Bank, Email, SMS, Touchstone Surveys, Voter Data, Contact Data, 

Strikelists, Reports, and Survey.  The software contains data for some residents of the user’s 

legislative district.   The data is displayed as a “Voter Profile” for each resident in the database.  

Information about the voter is displayed under six tabs: Overview, Election Details 
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(voting history), Household, Notes, Tags, and Demographics.  This allows the user to create lists 

of voters for different communication purposes. 

On December 17, 2021, a few members of the Commission staff interviewed the state legislator 

who has been providing information to CMD.  During the interview, the legislator did not show 

us the software.  Rather, we referred to the screenshots that were in Exhibit 5 to CMD’s 

complaint to the IRS.  The legislator asked not to be disclosed by name.  In this memo, I will be 

referring to the legislator as “the legislator” or “he/she.” 

The legislator confirmed that he/she made screenshots of the ALEC CARE software and 

provided them to CMD.  He/she drew our attention to various aspects of the software that the 

legislator believed were focused on campaigning, such as elements of the Voter Profile data.  For 

example, the legislator said he/she had never heard of legislators using an RNC ID number for 

legislative business in his/her state capitol.  He/she expressed that, as a legislator, it would be 

inappropriate to be looking at a constituent’s turnout score when receiving a call from the 

constituent on a legislative or state government issue. 

The legislator also referred to the goal tracking elements on the user dashboard.  He/she 

observed this looked a lot like campaign software he/she had used previously.  The legislator 

elaborated that he/she had previously paid a fee to access campaign software, NGP VAN, 

which allowed the legislator to create lists of people to reach out to for campaign purposes 

through filtering by party and other demographic information.  He/she said he/she has never 

seen a legislator rely on totals of door knocks or total supports for purposes of carrying out 

legislative work.  He/she expressed his/her view that the focus of these elements was 

campaigning.  The legislator believed that both software applications – NGP VAN and ALEC 

CARE – allowed users to create lists for campaign communications such as phone banking, 

and to record the results of those activities. 

The legislator stated that when he/she does a search for specific voters in the district who are 

enrolled in the Democratic Party and who vote consistently, the legislator does not find a 

majority of such voters in the database.  The legislator estimates that, when conducting these 

searches, he/she had been able to find only about one-third of consistent voters who are 

Democrats.  
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The legislator has concluded that the ALEC CARE does not include a complete list of all 

registered voters in the district. 

The legislator confirmed that ALEC CARE does not contain the features of some case tracking 

and management software.  (Some public offices use case tracking software that will allow for 

assignment of cases to staff members or departments, link cases raising the same issue, assign 

due dates to specific cases, generate notices for cases to be escalated, or create reports of 

unresolved or aging cases.)  The legislator said that he/she can enter a note or tag for each 

resident as part of their Voter Profile, but it does not have other case tracking features. 

Interim Staff Opinion 

Based on our review of the screenshots and our interview of the state legislator, the opinion of 

the Commission staff is that ALEC CARE contains elements of value to Legislators in 

conducting a political re-election campaigns, such as: 

• Data about individual voters, such as the voter’s turnout score, history of voting in

elections, and RNC ID number.

• Tools that would be helpful in setting goals for campaign activities and creating lists of

voters to engage in those activities: knocking on doors, creating walklists, engaging in

phone banks, identifying “supporters” in a database.

Although not necessarily conclusive, the presence of these elements in ALEC CARE tend to 

support CMD’s contention that one purpose of ALEC in providing ALEC CARE is to provide 

legislators with a tool that they can use for campaigning.  It is possible that ALEC has 

explanations on these features, but we have not heard them.  ALEC did not address them at the 

September 29 meeting and is not providing Aaron Gilham for an interview. 

Options for the Commission 

The Commission staff sees three options for the Commission.  First, the Commission could 

authorize its staff to use the agency’s subpoena power to gather additional information about the 

features of the software, its value, its purpose, and other relevant evidence.  The Commission 

staff is ready to pursue this option if you would like.  We believe the workload of preparing and 

serving two subpoenas will not adversely impact other work of the Commission.  Enforcing a 
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subpoena against a non-cooperative witness, however, could require court proceedings requiring 

several months and staff time of the Office of the Attorney General.  The witnesses could raise 

legal objections to the subpoenas or to the investigation itself (e.g., it is not known whether any 

candidates in Maine actually used the ALEC CARE software in 2020).  Although we are hopeful 

we would prevail in court and the subpoenas would lead to relevant information, that is not 

guaranteed.   

A middle option would be to direct the Commission staff to analyze all available evidence and 

report back at a future meeting whether it is ready to recommend any findings of violation.  We 

are not sure we would be able to recommend any enforcement action at this point, however, 

given the legal issues and factual information presently available. 

A third option is to decide to take no further action on the complaint.  Under the Commission’s 

rules, the Commission controls any investigation it has undertaken.  In the opinion of the 

Commission staff, the Commission has the discretion to suspend an investigation based on 

factors such as insufficient likelihood that further fact-gathering will lead to evidence 

supporting a finding of violation, legal obstacles in pursuing an investigation, insufficient 

public interest or lack of demonstrated harm to the election process, or availability of other 

solutions (i.e., education) to address a problem of non-compliance. 

Thank you for your consideration of this memo. 
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Voter Profile

Overview  HeclonDetalls  Houschold Notes Togs | Demographics

Policl Ideology- Conservative

Interested in Tax sues
Chidgren resent
Income $75,000 599.999
Donor
Education- High School
Religion- Protestant
ea party Supporter
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Voter Profile

Overview| HectonDetals Household Notes Togs Demographics

Henry Perez
#0703976020

Gender wale
arty Afaion Inferred Republican
Regain Date Novor, 00s
Tumou score x
Home Phone: @

Cell Phone: @

Home Email Address: @

Work Email Address: &

Other Email Address: 2

Twitter: &

Aste ssasttasas
me acrustrsca anc sssoneeaT3s0SA)
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Voter Profile

3 Home > Voter Profle

Overview  HectonDetais | Household Notes Tags Demographics

Vote History

2020 General Z
2000 primary v
2020 presidental Primary v
2019 spring v
2018 primary Z
2018 spring v
2018 General v
2017 pring v
2017 General v
2007 primary v
2006 primary %
2016 General v

2016 residential Primary 2
2015primary v
2015 General v
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Voter Profile

Home > Voter Profile

Overview econDetsis Household Notes Tags Demographics

Second AmendmentSupporter
Environmentalist

PersuadabieVoter
Polical deology- Conservative
Interested in Tax sues
Chien present
Income $100,000 $149.999
Education- Graduate School
Relgion- Catholic
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# Home > Voter Data > Search

@ Search Voter

es otties

Name

Address
Twitter

Smale Middle Name Last Name
RNCID

Aristotle ID g address searchtry abbreviating address (i.e. 10 S Main St).

Showing 0to 0 of0 entries.
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Link SuvoyMonkeyAccount

© RNC Integration

Access Token =
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LikEverton Account

@ Anedot Integration

Username
Username 5

APiKey
Aiko
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Voter Profile

Home > Vote Profile

Ovnview  HectonDetals Household Notes Tags | Demographics

Evangelical
MitarySupporter
persuadable Voter
polcal Idealogy-Conservative
Interested in Tax sues
Veteran
Chidren present

Income$100000- 5149999
Donor
Education High School
Religion Protestant
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Voter Profile

Home> Voter Profi

Ouniew  HectonDetals Household Notes Tags | Demographics

envronmentaist
Political delogy - Conservative
Interested in Tax sues
Chidren present
Income $200000-5249999
Donor
Education- High School
Relgion-Jwsh
Tea party Donor
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Voter Profile

Julie E Isaacson
#0012588232

ary Aan fered Republican
[— sep 14,2010
—— sn
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Cell Phone: é

‘Home EmailAddress: é

Work Email Address: ’
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Twitter: é
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Letter from ALEC to the Commission 
October 29, 2021 

October 29, 2021 
 
State of Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices 
Attn: Jonathan Wayne 
135 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0135 
Submitted via email to: Jonathan.Wayne@maine.gov 
RE: ALEC’s Response to the Commission Staff’s October 1, 2021 Letter 
 
 Mr. Wayne,  
 
 We appreciated the opportunity of appearing before the Maine Commission on 
Governmental Ethics and Election Practices (the “Commission”) in the matter of the Center for 
Media and Democracy’s (“CMD”) July 23, 2021 Complaint against our client, the American 
Legislative Exchange Council (“ALEC”). We received your October 1, 2021 letter, and we will 
continue to work with Commission Staff to resolve its investigation efficiently. In order for us to 
submit a complete response, however, we ask that you provide clarification on the below points. 
At present, the standard by which the Commission authorized an investigation, the scope of that 
investigation, and the feasibility of such an investigation are unclear. We request further guidance 
at your earliest convenience. 
 
Standard for Initiating an Investigation 
 
 The record clearly demonstrates that there are no allegations of a Maine legislator using 
ALEC’s Constituent Analytics Research Exchange (“ALEC CARE”) software for any reason, let 
alone for impermissible campaign purposes.1 In fact, the Commission dismissed the Complaint 
against Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington after unanimously finding that there were 
“insufficient grounds to conduct any investigation of Senator Stewart and Representative 
Harrington for the violations alleged by [CMD]” because they never used ALEC CARE during 
the relevant period.2 Nevertheless, the Commission, by a 3-2 vote, decided that “there are sufficient 
grounds to investigate whether [ALEC] violated 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2) by making a contribution 
to a candidate in excess of $400 for the purpose of influencing an election.”3 Consequently, ALEC 
asks the Staff to list the grounds upon which the Commission believed that 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2) 
may have been violated, and explain why those grounds are sufficient to initiate an investigation 
under 21-A M.R.S. § 1003(2). We note for the Commission that on or about October 7, 2021, the 
Ohio Election Commission dismissed CMD’s identical complaint filed in Ohio against ALEC.  
 

 
1 See, e.g., September 22, 2021 Letter from Commission Staff to the Commission at 4 (hereinafter “Staff Memo”); 
Compl. ¶ 20; September 17, 2021 Letter from ALEC to Commission Staff at 3 (hereinafter “ALEC Response”). 
2 See Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics & Election Practices, September 29, 2021 Commission Hearing, 
available at https://www.maine.gov/ethics/meeting/2021-09-29.  
3 Id. 
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 First, does the Commission have the authority and/or jurisdiction to initiate an 
investigation after the Commission unanimously found that there were insufficient grounds to 
investigate Senator Stewart or Representative Harrington, and there are no allegations or other 
evidence in the record that any other legislator in the state of Maine is a member of ALEC? Without 
an allegation that another legislator in Maine is a member of ALEC, there cannot be an allegation 
that ALEC may have made an impermissible contribution to a Maine legislator. Please explain this 
discrepancy.  
 

Second, ALEC asks the Staff to explain whether the mere making of a benefit available to 
a Maine elected official can meet the definition of a “contribution” under Maine law. During the 
Commission’s September 29, 2021 meeting (hereinafter, the “Meeting”), there appeared to be 
some confusion on this issue.4 For example, Commissioner Schneider took the position that “for 
a contribution to be effective it has to be made and accepted.”5 Commissioner Lee posited that  
“unless the recipient accepts it then there’s no violation by the recipient but there . . . under the 
same set of facts, there could be a violation found on the part of the contributor,” and Mr. Bolton 
responded that “I don’t think the statute answers that question squarely one way or the other.”6 In 
addition to providing guidance on the definition of a “contribution” under Maine law, ALEC asks 
whether it is appropriate for the Commission to initiate an investigation when a material 
component of the pertinent law is unknown and/or undefined? For example, how could the 
Commission find that there are sufficient grounds to believe that a violation may have occurred 
when during the meeting it could not agree on whether or not a mere offer could even be a violation 
in the first place? 

 
Third, if the Commission finds that a component of the definition of “contribution” 

includes “acceptance,” please define what constitutes “acceptance” in the relevant context. For 
example, ALEC CARE software is accessed online through a website, and it is not downloaded. 
Would a legislator “accept” ALEC CARE if s/he merely became an ALEC member, and thereby 
was offered ALEC CARE as a member benefit? What about if a different legislator asked ALEC 
for ALEC CARE credentials but never logged in to their account? What about if a member only 
used ALEC CARE during a time period that predated the 2020 election cycle? What if a member 
accessed ALEC CARE while physically in another state, and never while present in the state of 
Maine? 

 
Similar to the second point above, ALEC notes that during the Meeting Mr. Bolton stated 

that “I think there is potential grey area there in the statute in that we don’t know exactly what it 
means to or the statute doesn’t make clear exactly what it means to make a contribution and you 
know you could read that as requiring some kind of acceptance in order for that contribution to 

 
4 Meeting Video, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzMwjf8uiN0. (Note: We used this video to create 
an unofficial transcript of the Meeting. Due to the quality of the YouTube video, some quotes to this source may 
contain slight inaccuracies, and the timestamps may have minor deviations, although the substance is materially 
accurate.) 
5 Meeting Video at 2:08:51 – 2:09:51. 
6 Meeting Video at 2:11:40 – 2:14:09. 
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actually be effectuated.”7 ALEC requests clarification on how the Commission could have found 
that there were sufficient grounds to believe that a violation may have occurred when the statute 
is so ambiguous that Commissioners and Staff could not agree on the types of conduct that are 
subject to it. 

 
Fourth, the term “contribution” does not include “[t]he use of offices, telephones, 

computers and similar equipment when that use does not result in additional cost to the provider.” 
21-A M.R.S. § 1012(2)(B)(9). Does the ALEC CARE software fall under the “computers and 
similar equipment” provision? Please provide guidance on this aspect of the statute. 
 

Fifth, how do the Commission and the Staff evaluate “purpose” in the “for the purpose of 
influencing the nomination or election of any person to state, county or municipal office” portion 
of 21-A M.R.S. § 1012(2)(A)(1)? During the Meeting there appeared to be similar confusion about 
this material term. For example, Mr. Wayne stated that “one of the challenges of applying the law 
is to what the purpose in which the service is being provided to the legislator slash candidate and 
it could be hard to interpret.”8 ALEC has set forth uncontradicted evidence that it provides ALEC 
CARE as a membership benefit, and it is solely to be used for constituent relationship services. 
Thus, is “purpose” evaluated from the perspective of the provider, the recipient, or both? If both, 
how does the Staff assess the proportion or weight to be assigned to each perspective for purposes 
of the statute? Commissioner Hastings noted that “we can’t overlook the fact that even if [ALEC 
CARE] has value and even if it could be used for campaigning it has to be given for the purpose 
of that” and “that the purpose of the transaction is as important as anything else.”9 Given the key 
significance of the term, ALEC asks the Staff to provide further clarification on its meaning. 
 
 Sixth, if the Commission found that there were sufficient grounds to investigate ALEC 
because of the unsupported allegations that ALEC CARE is “the exact same” as Voter Gravity, 
then will the Staff be investigating every constituent relationship service to see if it bears a similar 
resemblance to Voter Gravity?  
 
 Seventh, to what extent was the Commission’s finding that there were sufficient grounds 
to investigate ALEC based on a desire to research these issues and subsequently promulgate an 
advisory opinion to Maine legislators and potential candidates? For example, Commissioner 
LeClaire stated that “what I’d like to see this Commission do is investigate what it is and give fair 
notice to the legislators in this state, the elected officials in this state, that this is, if it is a 
contribution, if it is a subscription under the law that they be notified of that.”10 She later added 
that “I think we need to know what it is and give fair warning.”11 As discussed above, it is clear 
that there is ambiguity and disagreement over material provisions of applicable statutes. To the 
extent that the Commission wants to investigate ALEC as a test case to resolve those issues and 

 
7 Meeting Video at 2:31:04 – 2:32:32. 
8 Meeting Video at 1:52:36 – 1:54:02. 
9 Meeting Video at 2:47:11 – 2:50:46. 
10 Meeting Video at 2:24:24 – 2:27:07. 
11 Id. 
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alert Maine legislatures of its findings, ALEC believes such motivations are inappropriate and 
irrelevant to an analysis of whether sufficient grounds exist to believe that a violation may have 
occurred. Please ALEC of the extent to which the Commission’s decision to initiate an 
investigation was influenced by such considerations. 
 
 Eighth, are ALEC’s due process rights violated if Commissioners willfully ignored 
evidence cited in the ALEC Response? Specifically, Footnote 9 of the ALEC Response cites three 
publicly available YouTube videos that provide training on ALEC CARE. Although Staff watched 
the videos,12 it appears that the Commissioners did not review them prior to the Meeting, and they 
refused to watch them during the Meeting.13 Contrary to CMD’s unsubstantiated allegations, 
ALEC offered direct, concrete evidence that seemingly was ignored by the Commission. To what 
extent is the Commission obligated to review and consider evidence submitted in response to a 
complaint? Were ALEC’s rights violated if it is determined that the Commission did not abide by 
these obligations? What recourse does ALEC have if the Commission did not follow applicable 
laws, regulations, policies, and/or procedures? 
 
Scope of the Investigation 
 
 The Commission found that “there are sufficient grounds to investigate whether [ALEC] 
violated 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2) by making a contribution to a candidate in excess of $400 for the 
purpose of influencing an election and, at the present time for purposes of this investigation, only 
to review the ALEC CAREs [sic] software and its value and the Voter Gravity software referenced 
in today’s discussion.”14 The issues raised by comparing ALEC CARE to any Voter Gravity 
software are discussed more fully in the section below. In a more general sense, however, the 
Commission’s decision raises a number of issues. 
 
 First, how will Staff and the Commission “value” ALEC CARE software in the context of 
“influencing an election”? Does the Staff intend to assign individual economic values for each 
feature of ALEC CARE, or to the product overall? How will it calculate that economic value? If 
the Staff determines that a particular feature could be used for either constituent relationship 
services or for campaign purposes, will the Staff assign different values? For example, the exact 
same feature might be worth $20 for campaign services but $40 in the context of constituent 
relationship services because of the different contexts.  
 
 Second, during the meeting Staff admitted that it lacks the expertise necessary to value the 
ALEC CARE software. Specifically, Mr. Wayne stated that “I think at best we could give you sort 
of our recommendation to you but you have to understand that we don’t have legislative 

 
12 See Meeting Video at 1:44:30 – 1:48:25. 
13 See Meeting Video at 2:04:47 – 2:08:37 (where Mr. Torchinsky asks the Commission to view the videos, no 
Commissioner states that they have seen the videos, and Commissioner LeClaire states that watching the videos 
would be inappropriate). 
14 Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics & Election Practices, September 29, 2021 Commission Hearing, 
available at https://www.maine.gov/ethics/meeting/2021-09-29. 
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experience. Mostly on the Staff here. So, is this really something that would be a useful tool for 
interacting with constituents or is this mostly an election tool, we could offer you our view but I 
think you’d have to take it with a grain of salt at the end of the day.”15 The Staff’s October 1, 2021 
letter states that it “is intending for three employees to conduct the review.” Please provide their 
resumes and an explanation of their qualifications for evaluating the ALEC CARE software. Also, 
please let us know whether Staff intends to hire experts to assist in their review. Although ALEC 
wishes to resolve this matter as efficiently as possible, given the potential consequences to ALEC, 
hearing Staff inform the Commission that it should take Staff recommendations with a grain of 
salt does not encourage ALEC to participate in this investigation.  
 

Third, what is the relevant timeframe, and how does that impact any valuation 
determinations? A donor may contribute $400 to a traditionally financed candidate for both their 
primary and general elections. Consequently, understanding the economic value of each feature at 
a particular point in time is essential. Thus, will the Staff assign a value to each feature, divide that 
value by 365 days, and then multiply that value by the number of days that that legislator has been 
both a member of ALEC and running for nomination or election? If so, does that take into account 
that economic values change over time, and the value of a feature that may be used for 
electioneering purposes may rise in the lead up to an election and fall afterwards? How does the 
Staff propose to account for this? Relatedly will Staff assess the probability that a feature that 
could be used for both campaign purposes and constituent management purposes to be more likely 
closer to an election? 
 
Feasibility of the Investigation 
 
 The Commission’s decision confined the Staff’s investigation by stating that “at the present 
time for purposes of this investigation,” the Staff is “only to review the ALEC CAREs [sic] 
software and its value and the Voter Gravity software referenced in today’s discussion.”16 This 
instruction is ambiguous and may not be possible. ALEC therefore asks the Staff to provide clarity 
regarding the Commission’s decision and to explain the ramifications if the Staff finds that it 
cannot comply with the Commission’s directive. 
 
 First, how will the Staff obtain access to the Voter Gravity software that it identifies in 
response to the above request? Voter Gravity is not a party to the Complaint,17 and there are no 
allegations that Voter Gravity violated Maine law. Does the Commission have the authority to 
compel Voter Gravity to provide access to its software? If not, how could the Staff compare the 
ALEC CARE software to the relevant Voter Gravity software? 
 
 Second if the Staff is unable to access the relevant Voter Gravity software, and therefore 
cannot comply with the Commission’s directive, then how does that impact the investigation? For 

 
15 Meeting Video at 1:44:30 - 1:47:09. 
16 Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics & Election Practices, September 29, 2021 Commission Hearing, 
available at https://www.maine.gov/ethics/meeting/2021-09-29 (emphasis added). 
17 Meeting at 3:00:41 – 3:03:39. 
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example, must ALEC make its software available if it is not possible for the Staff to complete the 
investigation authorized by the Commission? As it currently stands, ALEC takes the position that 
is has no obligations unless and until the Staff obtains access to the relevant version of the Voter 
Gravity software. 
 
* * * * * 
 

ALEC remains committed to resolving this matter as quickly and as efficiently as possible, 
but it seeks the above information and clarifications to mitigate the burden of responding to CMD’s 
groundless Complaint. CMD has not alleged that any Maine legislator used ALEC CARE for any 
purpose whatsoever, let alone for impermissible campaign purposes. Moreover, the Complaint 
only alleges that Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington are members of ALEC, and there 
is no basis in the record to believe that any other legislators in Maine are members of ALEC. There 
is no evidence that—contrary to ALEC’s express conditions and instructions regarding ALEC 
CARE’s use—anyone ever misused the software for campaign purposes. On the other hand, 
however, the record is replete with evidence that ALEC took appropriate steps to ensure that ALEC 
CARE would be used as prescribed. 

 
ALEC continues to maintain that there are not sufficient grounds to believe that a violation 

may have occurred, and the Complaint should be dismissed—just as the Commission unanimously 
voted to dismiss the Complaint as to Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington and just as 
the Ohio Election Commission dismissed an identical CMD complaint. ALEC bears a significant 
burden in responding to CMD’s Complaint, in Maine as well as in at least ten other states, therefore 
it respectfully asks the Commission and Staff to provide further guidance and clarity regarding the 
investigation. This information will also be essential for any other provider of constituent 
management software in Maine, as they may soon face an investigation based on the grounds that 
they may have offered their software to an unnamed Maine legislator or candidate at a discount, 
even though there are no allegations that no one in the State used their software at any point. 

 
Nothing in this response should be interpreted as a waiver of any assertion of privilege, 

objection, defense, or argument that ALEC may have. In fact, ALEC preserves all privileges, 
objections, defenses, and/or arguments that it may have.  

 
 ALEC thanks the Commission and its Staff for their time and consideration.  

 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Jason Torchinsky 
Counsel to ALEC 
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November 30, 2021 
 
State of Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices 
Attn: Jonathan Wayne 
135 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0135 
Submitted via email to: Jonathan.Wayne@maine.gov 
RE: ALEC’s Response to the Commission Staff’s October 1, 2021 Letter 
 
 Mr. Wayne,  
 
 Thank you for your November 17, 2021 letter (“Staff Response”). As we stated in our 
October 29, 2021 correspondence (the “ALEC Request”), the American Legislative Exchange 
Council (“ALEC”) “remains committed to resolving this matter as quickly and as efficiently as 
possible, but it seeks . . . information and clarifications to mitigate the burden of responding to 
[the Center For Media and Democracy’s] groundless Complaint.”1 In particular, ALEC sought 
additional guidance on the standard by which the Commission authorized an investigation, the 
scope of that investigation, and the feasibility of such an investigation.2 While we appreciate the 
Staff Response, it did not address the majority of the questions and concerns raised in the ALEC 
Request.3 Consequently, without additional guidance from Commission Staff, ALEC is unable to 
respond to the Staff’s request for access to the ALEC Constituent Analytics Research Exchange 
(“ALEC CARE”) software. 
 
 ALEC respectfully asks the Staff to respond to each of the questions in the ALEC Request 
so that ALEC may formulate its own response. As demonstrated in the ALEC Request, there are 
fundamental issues concerning the Commission’s jurisdiction and whether it has the authority to 
initiate an investigation in this matter, and the Staff Response has not addressed them. For example, 
the ALEC Request asked whether “the Commission ha[s] the authority and/or jurisdiction to 
initiate an investigation” when “there are no allegations or evidence in the record that any other 
legislator in the state of Maine is a member of ALEC”?4 The Staff Response, however, states that 
“[a] majority of the Commission found that sufficient evidence had been received to warrant an 
investigation” because “[a]lthough Sen. Stewart and Rep. Harrington stated that they did not use 
the software, other ALEC members in Maine who were running for office in 2020 could have 

 
1 ALEC Request at 6. 
2 Id. at 1. 
3 ALEC is also concerned by the fact that the YouTube video of the Maine Commission on 
Governmental Ethics and Election Practices (the “Commission”) September 29, 2021 Hearing 
was made private after we submitted the ALEC Request. See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzMwjf8uiN0. That video was a primary source in the ALEC 
Request, so making it nonpublic while simultaneously ignoring ALEC’s legitimate requests for 
information is deeply troubling. 
4 ALEC Request at 2. 
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used the ALEC CARE Software.”5 To reiterate, other than Senator Stewart and Representative 
Harrington, there is no allegation that any legislator in Maine is a member of ALEC. How can the 
allegation that ALEC may have made an impermissible contribution to a Maine legislator survive 
after the Commission dismissed the Complaint as to the only named Maine ALEC members? As 
it stands, the Commission initiated an investigation into a Virginia-based organization even though 
there are no longer any allegations that it has a presence in Maine. 
 
 The above example illustrates why ALEC cannot commit to voluntarily cooperate with the 
investigation, as there are genuine concerns about its legitimacy. ALEC bears a significant burden 
in responding to the Center for Media and Democracy’s Complaint, in Maine as well as in at least 
ten other states. Therefore, ALEC respectfully asks the Commission and Staff to provide further 
guidance and clarity regarding the investigation. Once these issues are addressed, and if the 
Commission has established its jurisdiction and authority in this matter, then ALEC will finally 
have sufficient information to be able to respond to the Staff’s October 1, 2021 letter. 
 
* * * * * 
 

ALEC continues to maintain that there are insufficient grounds to believe that a violation 
may have occurred, and the Complaint should be dismissed—just as the Commission unanimously 
voted to dismiss the Complaint as to Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington, and just as 
the Minnesota Campaign Finance Board, Ohio Election Commission, and Texas Ethics 
Commission dismissed identical CMD complaints.6  

 
Nothing in this response should be interpreted as a waiver of any assertion of privilege, 

objection, defense, or argument that ALEC may have. In fact, ALEC preserves all privileges, 
objections, defenses, and/or arguments that it may have.  

 
 ALEC thanks the Commission and its Staff for their time and consideration.  

 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Jason Torchinsky 
Counsel to ALEC 

 
5 Staff Response at 1 (emphasis added). 
6 Further details will be provided in forthcoming correspondence. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

January 25, 2022 

State of Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices 
Attn: Jonathan Wayne 
135 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0135 
Submitted via email to: Jonathan.Wayne@maine.gov 
RE: ALEC’s Supplemental Submission 

Mr. Wayne, 

Thank you for your January 20, 2022 correspondence informing us of the Commission’s 
January 26th hearing. We appreciate that your January 19, 2022 letter to the Commission included 
our previous correspondence, and we hope that the Commissioners give it its due attention. We 
disagree, however, with your assertion “that ALEC would not commit to voluntarily cooperating 
with the Commission’s investigation because of ongoing concerns with its legitimacy.” ALEC’s 
November 30, 2021 correspondence reiterated that ALEC cannot respond to the Staff’s request 
for access to the ALEC CARE software until the Staff answers fundamental questions about the 
investigation. ALEC has steadfastly maintained that it is “committed to resolving this matter as 
quickly and as efficiently as possible,” id., and it remains willing to work with the Staff and the 
Commission towards that end. But ALEC also believes that it should not be burdened with an 
investigation when threshold questions—such as whether jurisdiction exists—remain unanswered. 
We ask that the Commission address these outstanding issues so that ALEC may decide how to 
proceed. 

Additionally, as the Commission is aware, CMD has submitted substantively similar 
complaints against ALEC in at least eight states.1 In our November 30, 2021 correspondence, we 
noted that the Boards or Commissions of several states have dismissed those complaints. We 
would like to provide further information about those decisions, and to reiterate that no Board or 
Commission has found that ALEC violated their respective election laws in those cases. 

1 ALEC’s September 17, 2021 Response at 4; Decl. of Gillham ¶¶ 14–15. CMD previously 
announced that it was “filing campaign finance complaints in 15 states.” Watchdogs Filing 
Complaints in 15 States Against ALEC for Illegal Campaign Scheme, EXPOSED BY CMD, July 26, 
2021, www.exposedbycmd.org/2021/07/26/watchdogs-filing-complaints-in-15-states-against-
alec-for-illegal-campaign-scheme/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2022). ALEC has not been contacted by 
the relevant authorities in each of the states named in the article, but it is apparent from the 
complaints linked to the article that they are essentially the same. See id. available at 
www.documentcloud.org/projects/state-alec-complaints-204099/.  
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In Minnesota for example, representatives from CMD appeared before the Board at its 
October 6, 2021 meeting and “argued that the sole purpose of the Voter Gravity software is to help 
candidates win elections, that the ALEC CARE software is virtually identical to the Voter Gravity 
software, and that, therefore, the sole purpose of the ALEC CARE software is to help legislators 
win re-election.” Ex. A at 3. On November 3, 2021, however, “the Minnesota Campaign Finance 
and Public Disclosure Board” determined “that probable cause does not exist to believe that 
violations occurred as alleged in the complaint filed by [CMD] and Common Cause Minnesota.” 
Exs. A & B.  

 
Although previously “the Board chair [had] determined that the complaint stated prima 

facie violations of the corporate contribution prohibition in Minnesota Statutes,” the Board 
ultimately decided that “[t]he totality of the evidence in the record, however, does not establish 
probable cause to believe that ALEC made, or offered or agreed to make, a contribution to promote 
or defeat the candidacy of an individual for election to a political office in Minnesota.” Ex. A at 2, 
5. In particular, the Board noted that “ALEC’s consistent description of the terms under which the 
software is offered to members, its repeated warnings not to use the software for campaign 
purposes, and the lack of any evidence showing that those warnings have been disregarded in 
Minnesota, or elsewhere, support ALEC’s claim that it offers the ALEC CARE software to 
legislators only for non-campaign purposes.” Id. at 6. Consequently, the Minnesota Board 
dismissed the complaint against ALEC and two Minnesota state legislators. Id. at 7. 
 
 The Ohio Elections Commission also found that no violation occurred, Exs. C & D, and 
the Wisconsin Ethics Commission similarly “found that the complaint did not raise a reasonable 
suspicion that a violation of law occurred,” Ex. E. Although these decisions were promulgated 
without explanatory opinions,2 they bear on the weight that should be accorded to CMD’s 
allegations, as each of CMD’s complaints against ALEC are virtually identical.3 And the fact that 
no other Board or Commission has found a violation likewise indicates that CMD’s allegations are 
baseless. 
 
 As a final point, ALEC believes that CMD’s coverage surrounding its complaints speaks 
to its motives. After filing their carbon copy complaints, CMD moved with alacrity to publicly 
besmirch ALEC’s name.4 Correspondingly, when the Commission voted to authorize an 

 
2 At its upcoming February 16th hearing, the Wisconsin Ethics Commission may decide to issue a 
written finding. 
3 See Watchdogs Filing Complaints in 15 States Against ALEC for Illegal Campaign Scheme, 
EXPOSED BY CMD, July 26, 2021, www.exposedbycmd.org/2021/07/26/watchdogs-filing-
complaints-in-15-states-against-alec-for-illegal-campaign-scheme/ (last visited Jan 21., 2022); 
see also www.documentcloud.org/projects/state-alec-complaints-204099/.  
4 See, e.g., David Armiak, Bradley Foundation Bankrolls Controversial ALEC Voter Software, 
EXPOSED BY CMD, Aug. 20, 2021, www.exposedbycmd.org/2021/08/20/bradley-foundation-
bankrolls-controversial-alec-voter-software/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2022). 
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investigation, CMD issued a release within hours of the Commission’s decision.5 But when the 
above states dismissed CMD’s complaints, CMD moved on in apathetic silence. This selective 
coverage provides some insight into CMD’s complaints against ALEC. To date, CMD has not 
announced any negative rulings regarding its complaints. As ALEC stated in its Response, “[t]hese 
complaints evidence a concerted campaign to harass ALEC, as well as a pattern of less than 
reputable tactics.” Response at 4. ALEC therefore asks the Commission to take the Minnesota, 
Ohio, and Wisconsin decisions into consideration, and to decide to take no further action on the 
Complaint.6 
 

Nothing in this response should be interpreted as a waiver of any assertion of privilege, 
objection, defenses, or arguments that ALEC may have. In fact, ALEC preserves all privileges, 
objections, defenses, or arguments that it may have.  

 
 ALEC thanks the Commission for its time and consideration.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Jason Torchinsky 
Counsel to ALEC 

 
5 Maine Ethics Commission Will Investigate ALEC Campaign Software Scheme, EXPOSED BY 
CMD, Sep. 29, 2021, https://www.exposedbycmd.org/2021/09/29/maine-ethics-commission-
will-investigate-alec-campaign-software-scheme/ (last visited Jan. 21, 2022). 
6 ALEC also wishes to amend the statement in its November 30, 2021 correspondence that the 
Texas Ethics Commission dismissed the complaint against ALEC. On August 2, 2021, the Texas 
Ethics Commission issued two separate letters: one stating that the complaint was sufficient and 
a separate letter stating that it was not. Now that the clerical error has been uncovered, ALEC is 
responding to that complaint. 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
CAMPAIGN FINANCE AND PUBLIC DISCLOSURE BOARD 

PROBABLE CAUSE 
DETERMINATION  

 
IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPLAINT OF THE CENTER FOR MEDIA AND DEMOCRACY AND COMMON 
CAUSE MINNESOTA REGARDING THE AMERICAN LEGISLATIVE EXCHANGE COUNCIL, SENATOR MARY 
KIFFMEYER, AND REPRESENTATIVE PAT GAROFALO 
 
On July 27, 2021, the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board received a complaint 
submitted by the Center for Media and Democracy and Common Cause Minnesota regarding 
the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), Senator Mary Kiffmeyer, and 
Representative Pat Garofalo.  ALEC is a national 501(c)(3) corporation that is not registered 
with the Board.  It has dues-paying corporate and legislative members.  Sen. Kiffmeyer and 
Rep. Garofalo are members of the Minnesota Legislature and ALEC’s Minnesota state chairs.  
Both Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo have a principal campaign committee registered with 
the Board. 
 
The complaint concerns ALEC CARE (Constituent Analytics Research Exchange) software, 
which is customer relationship management software developed by the company Voter Gravity.  
The complaint and its attachments contain information purported to show that ALEC CARE 
refers to individuals as voters and includes data and features that could benefit candidates, 
such as a person’s party affiliation, voting history, and election precinct, and the ability to create 
door-knocking and phone-calling lists as well as get-out-the-vote functions.  Other information 
included with the complaint shows that Voter Gravity markets similar software to candidates as 
a voter contact tool for political campaigns. 
 
The complaint includes information showing that legislative members of ALEC have free access 
to ALEC CARE.  Other information provided with the complaint establishes that ALEC’s 
legislative members pay dues of $100 per year and that Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo, as 
state chairs, are members of ALEC.  The information also shows that ALEC has assigned a 
$3,000 value to this member benefit and that purchasing comparable software from Voter 
Gravity would cost a state legislative campaign committee $99 per month. 
 
The complaint alleges that by providing free access to this type of voter management software 
as a member benefit, ALEC made in-kind campaign contributions to Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. 
Garofalo in violation of the corporate contribution prohibition in Minnesota Statutes section 
211B.15, subdivision 2.  The complaint maintains that if Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo used 
the ALEC CARE software for their campaigns, then their campaign committees accepted a 
prohibited corporate contribution.  Finally, the complaint alleges that if Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. 
Garofalo used the ALEC CARE software for their campaigns, they failed to disclose that in-kind 
contribution on their committees’ campaign finance reports in violation of the reporting 
requirements in Minnesota Statutes section 10A.20, subdivision 3. 
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The complaint states that although ALEC provided free access to ALEC CARE to Sen. 
Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo, the complainants did not have sufficient knowledge to determine 
whether the legislators used the software for their campaigns.  The complaint provides that 
neither Sen. Kiffmeyer nor Rep. Garofalo have reported the receipt of the ALEC CARE software 
on their campaign finance reports. 
 
On August 6, 2021, the Board chair determined that the complaint stated prima facie violations 
of the corporate contribution prohibition in Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, 
and the reporting requirements in Minnesota Statutes section 10A.20, subdivision 3.  The 
complaint and the prima facie determination were provided to the respondents on August 6, 
2021.  On August 10, 2021, a letter seeking answers to four specific questions was sent to Sen. 
Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo. 
 
Sen. Kiffmeyer submitted a response on August 16, 2021.  Sen. Kiffmeyer stated that neither 
she nor her committee had ever used the ALEC CARE software.  On August 23, 2021, Reid 
LeBeau, counsel for Rep. Garofalo, submitted a response stating that neither Rep. Garofalo nor 
his committee had ever used the ALEC CARE software. 
 
On September 7, 2021, Jason Torchinsky, counsel for ALEC, submitted ALEC’s response to the 
complaint.  In the response, ALEC states that ALEC CARE is constituent management software 
made available to ALEC members.  The response contains a link to the ALEC website,1 which 
describes the ALEC CARE software as follows: 
 

CARE is a web-based system that helps you better communicate with your constituents, 
gain insight into your communities and enables you to know your district more intimately 
than anyone else. 
 
ALEC members can utilize a suite of tools to improve legislative interactions, track district 
events, and solicit direct feedback from constituents with customized surveys through text 
messaging and automated phone calls. 

 
The response also contains links to three short videos available on YouTube that briefly 
demonstrate how features of the ALEC CARE software can be used for constituent services.2 
 
The response further provides that “as a condition of using the software, ALEC prohibits usage 
for election campaign purposes.”  ALEC states that there is a warning on the ALEC CARE login 
page that reads, “By signing in, you agree this system will not be used for any campaign related 
purpose.”  ALEC maintains that members cannot access the software without agreeing to this 
condition and that the organization emphasizes this condition in all of its ALEC CARE trainings 

1 https://www.alec.org/membership-type/legislative-membership/   
2 See What is a Digital Constituent Service? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoBF9a4_ue8; What is 
ALEC CARE? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbOpHimIm0s; ALEC CARE SMS 
https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2018/07/CARE-Video-SMS.mp4; ALEC CARE TAGS 
https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2018/07/CARE-Video-Tags.mp4  
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and onboarding processes.  ALEC argues that because it prohibits its members from using 
ALEC CARE for campaign purposes, it has not made a contribution, or offered or agreed to 
make a contribution, to anyone to promote or defeat the election or nomination of a candidate 
as provided in Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2. 
 
The ALEC response also includes a sworn statement from an ALEC CARE administrator.  The 
administrator states that ALEC CARE logs show that Sen. Kiffmeyer has never established an 
ALEC CARE account or used the system and that Rep. Garofalo has activated his ALEC CARE 
account but has never used that account or accessed the software.  Based on this lack of use, 
ALEC argues that it has not made any contributions to the legislators. 
 
Complainants supplemented the complaint with a joint memorandum submitted on September 
13, 2021.  In their memorandum, complainants argue that the main thrust of the complaint is 
against ALEC given the evidence of the electoral nature of the ALEC CARE software.  The 
memorandum admits that the complainants lack direct evidence of who in Minnesota has used 
the software for their campaigns.  Complainants also argue that ALEC uses ALEC CARE as a 
recruitment tool for new members.  Attached to the memorandum is a copy of an email from 
ALEC to a new state legislative chair that describes ALEC CARE as “a CRM that allows 
legislators to communicate effectively with their constituents.”  Another attachment is a sample 
recruitment letter that describes ALEC CARE as follows: 
 

• Web-based system to encourage interaction between elected officials and constituents 
• Customize constituent profiles, set up push text messages, and visualize data trends to 

better engage with your community 
• Utilize CARE to improve legislative interactions, track district events, and solicit feedback 

from constituents 
 
The Board considered this matter at its meeting on October 6, 2021.  David Armiak, research 
director for the Center for Media and Democracy, and Arn Pearson, executive director of the 
Center for Media and Democracy, addressed the Board on behalf of the complainants.  
Annastacia Belladonna-Carrera, executive director of Common Cause Minnesota, appeared in 
support of the complaint.  Mr. Armiak and Mr. Pearson argued that the sole purpose of the Voter 
Gravity software is to help candidates win elections, that the ALEC CARE software is virtually 
identical to the Voter Gravity software, and that, therefore, the sole purpose of the ALEC CARE 
software is to help legislators win re-election.  The complainants maintained that ALEC’s claim 
that it limits the use of the software to non-campaign purposes was a pretext that should be 
disregarded by the Board.  Finally, the complainants agreed that based on their review of the 
information submitted, there was not probable cause to believe that Sen. Kiffmeyer or Rep. 
Garofalo had violated the corporate contribution prohibition. 
 
Jason Torchinsky and John Cycon, counsel for ALEC, appeared before the Board on ALEC’s 
behalf.  Mr. Torchinsky argued that ALEC CARE was designed as a constituent management 
tool and that ALEC offers the ALEC CARE software to its members solely for that purpose.  Mr. 
Torchinsky reiterated that ALEC emphasizes the limitation on the use of ALEC CARE in all 
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trainings and onboarding processes and requires users to certify at every login that the software 
will not be used for campaign purposes.  Mr. Torchinsky stated that ALEC would need to stop 
any improper use of ALEC CARE for campaign purposes to be consistent with the 
organization’s 501(c)(3) Internal Revenue Service tax status.  Mr. Torchinsky further stated that 
any indication of the use of ALEC CARE for campaign purposes therefore would result, at a 
minimum, in the suspension of the member’s ALEC CARE account and consultation with 
counsel to determine whether reimbursement was required.  Mr. Torchinsky told Board 
members that ALEC had not needed to determine what other remedial measures should be 
taken for misuse of the software because ALEC had not had any reports of anyone in 
Minnesota, or in any other state, using ALEC CARE for campaign purposes. 
 
After hearing the presentations, Board members wanted additional time to adequately review 
the written and oral submissions in the matter.  The Board therefore determined under 
Minnesota Rules 4525.0150, subpart 4, that a continuance was necessary to equitably resolve 
the matter and laid the probable cause determination in this matter over to the next meeting. 
 
Because the matter had been continued, all parties were given the opportunity to submit 
additional written and oral presentations to the Board.  On October 14, 2021, complainants 
submitted information clarifying that Exhibit 12 provided with the complaint contained pictures of 
screens accessed within the ALEC CARE software.  At the November 3, 2021, meeting, Mr. 
Armiak and Mr. Pearson made a presentation on behalf of complainants.    
 
Analysis 
 
When the Board chair makes a finding that a complaint raises a prima facie violation, the full 
Board then must determine whether probable cause exists to believe an alleged violation that 
warrants an investigation has occurred.  Minn. Stat. § 10A.022, subd. 3 (d).  A probable cause 
determination is not a complete examination of the evidence on both sides of the issue.  Rather, 
it is a determination of whether, given the evidence available, there is sufficient justification to 
initiate a formal Board investigation of the allegations in the complaint. 
 
Corporate contribution prohibition 
 
Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, paragraph (a), provides as follows: 
 

A corporation may not make a contribution or offer or agree to make a contribution directly 
or indirectly, of any money, property, free service of its officers, employees, or members, or 
thing of monetary value to a political party, organization, committee, or individual to promote 
or defeat the candidacy of an individual for nomination, election, or appointment to a political 
office. 
 

The statute also prohibits a committee or individual from accepting a contribution that a 
corporation is prohibited from making.  Minn. Stat. § 211B.15, subd. 2 (b). 
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For purposes of the corporate contribution prohibition, the term “corporation” includes “a non-
profit corporation that carries out activities in this state.”  Minn. Stat. § 211B.15, subd. 1.  The 
term “contribution” includes “an expenditure to promote or defeat the election or nomination of a 
candidate to a political office that is made with the authorization or expressed or implied consent 
of, or in cooperation or in concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate . . .”  
Minn. Stat. § 211B.15, subd. 2 (c).3  Finally, the Board has jurisdiction only over alleged 
corporate contributions made to promote or defeat the candidacy of an individual for nomination, 
election, or appointment to a political office in Minnesota, and only to the extent that the 
individual is a candidate within the meaning of Minnesota Statutes Chapter 10A.  Minn. Stat. § 
10A.022, subd. 3. 
 
Initially, the complaint and its attachments include information showing that ALEC is a non-profit 
corporation and that it has Minnesota members.  These facts establish probable cause to 
believe that ALEC is an entity subject to the provisions in Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15. 
 
The record also establishes probable cause to believe that the ALEC CARE software has 
monetary value, that Sen. Kiffmeyer and Rep. Garofalo are members of ALEC who have access 
to the software as a member benefit, and that the dues paid by the legislators do not cover the 
full value of the software. 
 
The totality of the evidence in the record, however, does not establish probable cause to believe 
that ALEC made, or offered or agreed to make, a contribution to promote or defeat the 
candidacy of an individual for election to a political office in Minnesota.  Complainants have 
submitted evidence showing that Voter Gravity is customer relationship management software 
designed for candidates, that ALEC CARE appears to be based on the Voter Gravity software, 
and that ALEC CARE therefore has information and contact features that could be useful to an 
election campaign.  But the same information and contact features also could be useful to 
legislators for constituent services purposes.  It is the nature of customer relationship 
management software that its customer information and communication features can be used 
for many purposes. 
 
In addition, Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, does not focus solely on how 
the recipient could use the contribution in question to determine whether a violation has 
occurred.  Instead, the statute looks at the contributor and provides that a violation occurs when 
the corporation makes, or offers or agrees to make, the contribution to promote or defeat the 
candidacy of an individual for election.  Here, the communications attributed to ALEC, including 

3 Minnesota Statutes section 10A.01, subdivision 11 (a), defines the term “contribution” in pertinent part to 
mean “money, a negotiable instrument, or a donation in kind that is given to a political committee, political 
fund, principal campaign committee, or a party unit.”  The term “donation in kind” is defined in relevant 
part as “anything of value that is given, other than money or negotiable instruments.”  Minn. Stat. § 
10A.01, subd. 13.  Although Chapter 211B does not incorporate by reference these definitions, the 
definition of contribution in Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, clearly covers in-kind 
contributions. 
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its website, the videos on the internet, the emails to its state chairs, the sample recruitment 
letter, and the ALEC CARE log in page, all state that the ALEC CARE software is a customer 
relationship management tool being offered to legislators to help them communicate with and 
serve their constituents.  The record also contains information showing that ALEC consistently 
warns its members not to use the ALEC CARE software for campaign purposes and that 
members must agree to this condition every time that they log in to the software.  ALEC also 
has a remedy in place, the loss of user privileges and reimbursement, for any member who 
violates the conditions of ALEC’s software offer.  The lack of any evidence in the record of any 
use of ALEC CARE for campaign purposes in Minnesota, or in any other state, suggests that 
these warnings and potential remedies have been effective in limiting the use of ALEC CARE to 
the terms of ALEC’s offer. 
 
Complainants argue that because ALEC CARE is a version of Voter Gravity, which is campaign 
software, ALEC’s condition that the ALEC CARE software be used only for non-campaign 
purposes must be a pretext that the Board should disregard.  There may be some cases where 
the fact that an item can be used for only one campaign-related purpose may be dispositive.  
But here, it is the nature of the contribution in question, customer relationship management 
software, that it can be used for many purposes.  Further, as stated above, ALEC’s consistent 
description of the terms under which the software is offered to members, its repeated warnings 
not to use the software for campaign purposes, and the lack of any evidence showing that those 
warnings have been disregarded in Minnesota, or elsewhere, support ALEC’s claim that it offers 
the ALEC CARE software to legislators only for non-campaign purposes.  The Board therefore 
concludes that in this case, there is not probable cause to believe that that ALEC made, or 
offered or agreed to make, a contribution to promote or defeat the candidacy of an individual for 
nomination, election, or appointment to a political office in Minnesota. 
 
Absent probable cause to believe that ALEC made, or offered or agreed to make, a prohibited 
corporate contribution, there is not probable cause to believe that either Sen. Kiffmeyer or Rep. 
Garofalo accepted a contribution that ALEC was prohibited from making.  In addition, the record 
shows that Sen. Kiffmeyer never accessed the ALEC CARE software and that Rep. Garofalo 
never accessed the software after initially creating his account.  The fact that a candidate did 
not use an item is not always dispositive of whether the candidate accepted that item as an in-
kind contribution.4  Some factors that the Board may consider in determining whether a 
candidate accepted an in-kind contribution may be taking possession of the in-kind contribution, 
exercising dominion over the in-kind contribution, storage of the in-kind contribution, and 
publication of the in-kind contribution.  In this case the legislators’ nonexistent or very limited 
interactions with the ALEC CARE software show that neither of them accepted that member 

4 In the Matter of People PAC (MN), The People PAC, and 15 Principal Campaign Committees, (Nov. 6, 
2019), the Board determined that a video posted independently by its producer was a contribution to a 
candidate even though she had rejected the finished product and never used it in her campaign.  This 
decision was based on the fact that the candidate agreed to the production of the video and participated 
in the video shoot.  Consequently, under Chapter 10A, the costs related to the video became approved 
expenditures, and therefore in-kind contributions, at the time when she agreed to those expenditures, not 
when the video was completed or posted. 
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benefit for any purpose.  Consequently, there is not probable cause to believe that either Sen. 
Kiffmeyer or Rep. Garofalo accepted a prohibited contribution from ALEC. 
 
Reporting 
 
Minnesota Statutes section 10A.20, subdivision 3, requires candidate committees to report all 
contributions received on their campaign finance reports, including in-kind contributions that 
exceed $20.  As determined above, neither Sen. Kiffmeyer nor Rep. Garofalo received any 
contributions from ALEC.  Because the legislators had no contributions from ALEC to disclose 
on their committee’s campaign finance reports, there is not probable cause to believe that any 
reporting violations occurred in this matter. 
 
Order: 
 
1. The allegation that the American Legislative Exchange Council violated the corporate 

contribution prohibition in Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, is dismissed 
without prejudice because there is not probable cause to believe that this violation occurred. 
 

2. The allegation that Senator Mary Kiffmeyer and Representative Pat Garofalo accepted a 
corporate contribution in violation of Minnesota Statutes section 211B.15, subdivision 2, is 
dismissed without prejudice because there is not probable cause to believe that this 
violation occurred. 
 

3. The allegation that Senator Mary Kiffmeyer and Representative Pat Garofalo violated the 
reporting requirements in Minnesota Statutes section 10A.20, subdivision 3, is dismissed 
without prejudice because there is not probable cause to believe that this violation occurred. 

 
 
 
 
                Date:   November 3, 2021  
Stephen Swanson, Chair      
Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board 
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November 3, 2021 
 
Jason Torchinsky                 Sent via email to: 
Shawn Sheehy            jtorchinsky@HoltzmanVogel.com 
John Cycon             ssheehy@HoltzmanVogel.com 
Holtzman Vogel Baran Torchinsky       jcycon@HoltzmanVogel.com 
 & Josefiak PLLC 
 
Good afternoon, 
 
At its meeting on November 3, 2021, the Minnesota Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure 
Board adopted the enclosed probable cause determination.  The determination states that 
probable cause does not exist to believe that violations occurred as alleged in the complaint 
filed by the Center for Media and Democracy and Common Cause Minnesota against the 
American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), Senator Mary Kiffmeyer, and Representative 
Pat Garofalo.   
 
Please contact me with any questions or concerns you have regarding this matter. 
 
Respectfully, 

 
Megan Engelhardt 
Assistant Executive Director 
651-539-1182 / megan.engelhardt@state.mn.us 
 
Enclosure: Probable cause determination 
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Friday, January 21, 2022 at 16:46:18 Eastern Standard Time

Page 1 of 2

Subject: RE: Supplemental Filing - 2021-ETH-68
Date: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 at 9:36:20 AM Eastern Standard Time
From: ETH Complaints
To: John Cycon
ACachments: image001.jpg

Atty. Cycon:
 
I am writing to advise you that on December 14, 2021, the Wisconsin Ethics
Commission considered the complaint against your client, the American
Legislative Exchange Council (2021-ETH-68). After reviewing the materials
presented, the Commission found that the complaint did not raise a reasonable
suspicion that a violation of the law occurred. As required by WIS. STAT. § 19.49(2)
(b)3., the complaint has now been dismissed.
 
If you have any questions, please contact our Commission Administrator, Daniel
Carlton, at (608) 267-0715.
 
Sincerely,
 
David P. Buerger
Staff Counsel
Wisconsin Ethics Commission
Campaign Finance | Lobbying | Ethics
https://ethics.wi.gov | (608) 266-8123 | Twitter: @EthicsWi
 
From: John Cycon <jcycon@HoltzmanVogel.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 04, 2021 12:22 PM
To: ETH Complaints <ethics.complaints@wi.gov>
Subject: Re: Supplemental Filing - 2021-ETH-68
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. 
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Thank you David. We appreciate the consideraXon.
 
Best,
John
 
John Cycon
Mobile: (202) 941-6621
jcycon@HoltzmanVogel.com // www.HoltzmanVogel.com
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Page 2 of 2

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
This communicaXon and any accompanying documents are confidenXal and privileged.  They are intended for the sole use of the addressee.  If you receive this transmission in error, you are advised that
any disclosure, copying, distribuXon, or the taking of any acXon in reliance upon this communicaXon is strictly prohibited.  Moreover, any such disclosure shall not compromise or waive the aaorney-client,
accountant-client, or other privileges as to this communicaXon or otherwise.  If you have received this communicaXon in error, please contact me at the above email address.  Thank you.

DISCLAIMER
Any accounXng, business or tax advice contained in this communicaXon, including aaachments and enclosures, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific issues, nor a subsXtute for a
formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalXes.  If desired, Holtzman Vogel, PLLC would be pleased to perform the requisite research and provide you with a detailed wriaen analysis.  Such
an engagement may be the subject of a separate engagement leaer that would define the scope and limits of the desired consultaXon services.

 
 

From: ETH Complaints <ethics.complaints@wi.gov>
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 at 12:05 PM
To: John Cycon <jcycon@HoltzmanVogel.com>
Subject: Supplemental Filing - 2021-ETH-68

Mr. Cycon:
 
The Ethics Commission received the attached supplemental filing from the
Complainants in this matter on September 30th. Upon preliminary review, our
Administrator, Chair, and Vice Chair have jointly decided that due to the late hour
of this supplemental information, the Commission will be rescheduling its
consideration of this matter to its following meeting, which will be held on
December 14th. This will provide our staff with additional time to review the
materials submitted and allow your client an opportunity to file any additional
response before the Commission proceeds. If your client wishes to file any
supplemental response to this additional material, please do so no later than
November 2nd.
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly at (608) 267-
0951.
 
Sincerely,
 
David P. Buerger
Staff Counsel
Wisconsin Ethics Commission
Campaign Finance | Lobbying | Ethics
https://ethics.wi.gov | (608) 266-8123 | Twitter: @EthicsWi
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January 25, 2022 
 
Jonathan Wayne  
Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices 
135 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 
 
Dear Mr. Wayne, 
 
I would like to thank you and commission staff for your careful investigation of our complaint 
against the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) for providing voter management 
software to legislators under the guise of constituent communications. 
 
It is our position that ALEC’s CARE software is merely repackaged VoterGravity campaign 
software linked to the RNC, for which ALEC’s 501(c)(4) affiliate, ALEC Action, pays VoterGravity 
$250,000 per year,1 and that giving it to Maine legislators constitutes an illegal in-kind 
contribution regardless of legislators’ subsequent actions.  
 
The legislator whistleblower has provided Commission staff with compelling evidence that the 
CARE database does not have a full list of constituents, but rather only Republican voters and 
some Democrats who have microtargeting data points that make them an “Inferred 
Republican” or a potential Republican pickup. At my request, the whistleblower searched for 
another 20 Democratic constituents this morning. Of those, two-thirds were missing, and those 
that were included were tagged as “Inferred Republican” or “Moderate.” 
 
Clearly, the CARE software is not a constituent database for managing legislative services and 
communications; it is a partisan voter targeting database. The same software using the same 
limited database is sold commercially by VoterGravity to Republican candidates to “turn data 
into votes” and “win” campaigns. 
 
To contest that allegation, ALEC – a nominally nonpartisan and tax-exempt organization – has 
retained the legal services of Jason Torchinsky, a prominent GOP attorney and general counsel 
for the National Republican Redistricting Trust. 
 

 
1 See attached ALEC Action 2019 Form 990s at p. 8 (showing a $250,000 contract with 
VoterGravity for “database rental”). 
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Unfortunately, Mr. Torchinsky has chosen to question the legitimacy of the Commission’s 
investigation and throw up a tremendous amount of smoke rather than respond to simple 
questions that ALEC could easily answer.  
 
We know from ALEC’s affidavit that both Sen. Stewart and Rep. Harrington accepted and 
activated the CARE software. But ALEC will not provide the commission with any information 
about other Maine recipients or the CARE usage logs that only ALEC has access to. 
 
The whistleblower and CMD have provided concrete evidence that CARE and VoterGravity are 
substantively identical and that its features are designed for running campaigns, not 
communicating with constituents. But ALEC refuses to grant the Commission access to CARE or 
the VoterGravity database that it rents, and then uses that to bluntly challenge the 
Commission’s ability to conduct an investigation.  
 
CMD provided carefully documented allegations of ALEC’s illegal activity to the Maine Ethics 
Commission, other state oversight agencies,2 and the IRS. But ALEC chooses to attack CMD’s 
motives3 rather than respond in a constructive and forthcoming manner.  
 
These are not the responses one would expect from a charitable organization that wants to 
clear up a misunderstanding; they are the responses one would expect from a group that has 
been caught red-handed engaging in impermissible political activity and fears “the potential 
consequences.” 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of these important matters. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Arn H. Pearson, Esq. 
Executive Director 

 
2 As Mr. Torchinsky points out, several other states have dismissed CMD’s complaints after 
receiving affidavits from ALEC that the named legislators did not use CARE. None of those 
decisions addressed the actions of ALEC itself or the electoral nature of the CARE software, and 
investigations are still pending in other states.  
 
3 CMD and Common Cause have been blowing the whistle on ALEC’s unreported lobbying, 
improper climate denial and lobbying on behalf of the oil industry, and partisan ties and 
activities for a decade, including multiple whistleblower filings with the IRS. See 
https://www.commoncause.org/resource/alec-whistleblower-complaint/.  
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Return of Organization Exempt From income Tax i| OMB No. 184*0047

Form 990 Under section 501(ch 527, or 4947(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code (except private foundations} 2019(Rev. January 2020) * Do not enter social security numbers on this form as it may be made public.
Depriff'Oflt of the Treasury Mgft-V~£*2925£1.1.Dital Rove#,ub Saflice Go to www.irs. ov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.
A For the 2019 calendar year, or tax year beginning and ending
B Che:* 11 C Name of organization D Employer identification number

Appticoble:

r-n Address
1 lahn.94 Jeffersonian Pro 'ect
Ost=to- Doin business as ALEC Action 46-2233126
ED#1% Number and street (or  P.O. box if mail is not delivered to street address) Room/suite E Telephone number
Enfort, 2900 Cr stal Drive, Gth Floor (703) 373-0933

tele'111- 46 132.ated City or town, state or province, country, and ZIP or foreign postal code G Gross,ocolpts s
84'Dhdodiotum Arlin ton, VA 22202 H(a) Is this a group return

[332?~'~- FName,andaddressofprincipal officer:Mrs. Lisa B. Nelson for subordinates? . _.- CE}ves ~ No
pending same as C above H(b) Are 111 subordjnates trictuded? CJ Yes £ No

1 Tax·exem 1 status: 501 c3 . 501 c 4 4 insert no.) 1947 alot 527 If 'No," attach a list. (see instructions)
J Website: www.alecaction.or H c Grou exem tfon number
K Form 01 or anization: Corporation Trust Association Other)· L Year,olformation: 2012M State 01 le al domicile: DC
:Rattll} Summary

1 Briefly describe the organization's mission ormost significant activities: Educate the public and
~ Hovernment_Policy makers by providing nonpartisan research.
2 2 Check this box ~ ~7 if the organization discontinued its operations or disposed of more than 25% of its net assets.

3 3~ 3 Number of voting members of the governing body (Part VI, line la) .............................................
4 4 Number of independent voting members of the governing body (Part Vi, line 1 b) 3
E 5 Total number of individuals employed in calendar year 2019 (Part V, line 2a) .'.............'..........................'." 5 0
~ 6 Total number of volunteers (estimate if necessary) ,. ..., 6 0

...............................'..............'..........................

E 7 a Total Unrelated business revenue from Part Vlll, column (CD, line 12 73 0.
b Net unrelated business taxable income from Form 990-T. line 39 ,. „ . _...........,. _,.,......„,..~,_....,......., 7b 0•

Prior Year Current Year
I 8 Contributions and grants (Part Vlll, line 1 h) 215 000. 31,800.
c Program service revenue (Part Vill, line 29) 0. 0.

E 10 Investment income (Part VIll, column (A), lines 3,4, and ld) .......'.......... .....1......'..'.1, 0. 0.
~ 11 Other revenue (Part VIll, column (A),  lines 5, 6d, Sc, 9c, 10c, and lie) 0. 14,332.

12 Total revenue- add lines 8 throw h 11 muste ual Parl Vill. column A line 12 ........ 215,000. 46,132.
13 Grants and similar amounts paid (Part IX, column (A). lines 1.3)

 f..................
0. 0.

14 Benefits paid to or for members (Part IX, column (A), line 4) , 0. 0

w 15 Salaries, other compensation, employee benefits Part IX, column (A), lines 5·10) 103,544. 85 074.
g 168 Professional fundraising fees (Part IX, column (A), line l le) 0. 0
R b Total fundraising expenses (Part IX, column (D), line 25) )·· -~~~~ ~  * * 0 . w #~.#~~~~W~I~1 libil4~~~~id.-:·,I
~ 17 Other expenses (Part IX, column (Ah lines 118·11 d, 11 f·24e) 143,144. 99,044.

18 Total expenses. Add lines 13-17 (must equal Part IX, column (A), line 25) 246,688. 184,118.
19 Revenue less ex enses. Subtract line 18 from line 12 -31 688. -137.986.

,_Uc Be Innin of Current Year End of Year
~ 20 Total assets (Part X, line 16) 308,968. 217,093.

21 Total liabilities (Part X, line 26) 385,371. 431,482.
..............a ..................

-76,403. -214 389.22 Netassets orfund balances. Subtractline 21 from line 20 . . ..~... ............................-..
fllactill.0 Signature Block
Under penalties of perjury, 1 declare that I have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is

\ a 012* 1 007©
Sign j 51#tif#Bilitir-22=2===2-----~

Here Lisa Bowen, CFO
~ Type or print name and mle-

PrinUType preparer's name Preparers signature |
 10/26/2020 | ~paid ~Phomas J. Raff a 1 .sell·tmek}¥cl 000916458

Preparer Ujmfi,BEl!11.--Mar.£1EL-&&2.....=---------„---------„„---~
Use Only |Firm'saddress. 1899 L Street NW, Suite 850

Mav the IRS discuss this return With the prepater shown  ®oxe? (see 111%;UkJCtionS) ...... ~. .... ..../Sa.·,5;R'~.-.r;:m·~?n. J*] Yes ..CE] No
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Form 990 (2019) Jeffersonian Proiect 46-2233126 Paae 2
[PartillISiatementoT-Frogram-ServiceAEEERiplisHments
-Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part Ill .. . --- - - - -- - ~

1 Briefly describe the organization's mission:
The-_mission of the Jeffersonian Project is to educate the_public and____
agvernment policy makers by providing nonpartisan research on current
events and other issues of concern to the public and government policy___

_makers.
2 Did the organization undertake any significant program services during the year which were not listed on the

prior Form 990 or 99OEZ? [~1 Yes [Xl No
If 'Yes," describe these new services on Schedule 0.

3 Did the organization cease conducting, or make significant changes in how it conducts, any program services? , CZJYes gl No
If "Yes," describe these changes on Schedule 0.

4 Describe the organization's program service accomplishments for each of its three largest program services, as measured by expenses.
Section 501(c)(3) and 501 (c)(4) organizations are required to report the amount of grants and allocations to others, the total expenses, and
revenue, if any, for.gaq!1-Program service reported.

43 (code: ) (Exper,ses S 157 0 026 . inctud:ng orantiof s ) (Revenue S )
The-Jeffersonian_Pro.3.ect_2&22are-sinformation_aili:.flocumenkE_to_educate_
the_ public as well as Congress on various areas, including health care.
c.ivil society, welfare, education, the national budget and the-
envi.r-opment.- -

48 (Code: ) (EMenses S including gants of $ ) (Rivanum $

-

-

4( (Code· ) (Expenses S Includ;ng grants 01 5 - ) (Revenue S - )

4d Other program services (Descnbe on Schedule O.)
(Expen.~s $ tncluding giants of S ) (Revenue S _ _ )

_*_TotaiREogram_sentice_expe_nses * 157,026.
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Form 990 019 Jeffersonian Pro'ect 46-2233126 Pae 3
Part IV Checklist of Required Schedules

Yes NO

1 Is the organization described In section 501(c)(3) or 4947(a)0) (other than a private foundation)?'
If "yes.' complete Schedule A ... .. j .).' .' ; le: 1 X

2 Is the organization required to complete Schedule B, Schedule of Contnbutors '? 2 X
3. Did the organization engage In dirett or indirect political campaign agtlvities on behalf of or In opposition to candidaies for

public office? # •Yes, " complete Schedule C, Padl 3 X
4 Section 501(c)(3) organizations. Old the organization engage in lobbying act*vities, or'have a section 50101) election in effect

during the tax year'? lf -Yes,< complete Schedule C, Part Il 4
5 Is the organization a section 501(c)(41 501(c)(5), or 501(c)(6) organization that receives mdmbership dues, assessments, or

similaramounts as defined in Revenue Procedure 98-19? M "Yes," complete Schedu/e C, Part 111 5 X
6 Did the organization maintain any donor advised funds or any similar funds or accounts for which donors have the right to

provide advice on the distribution or investment of amourits in such funds or accounts ? If 'Yes,' complete .Schedule D, Part 1 6 X
7 Did the organization receive or hold a conservation easement. Including easements to preserve open space,

the environment , historic land areas , or histonc structures? /f • yes," complete Schedule D, Part ll 7 X
8 Did the otganization maintain collections of works of art, historical treasures, or other' similar assets? /f "yes, 'complete

Schedule D, Part Ill .. , ... .... 8 X
9 Did the organization report an amount in Part X, line 21 i for escrow or custodial account liability, serve as a custodian for

amounts not listed in Part X, or ptovide credit counseling, debt management, credit repait, or debt negottatron services?'

If 'Yes.' complete Schedule D, Part IV 9 X
10 Dia the organization, directly or through a related organization, hold assets in donor-restricted endowments

orin ,quasiendowments? /f " yes," complete Schedule D, Part V 10 X
11 I f the orgenizationfs answer to any of the following questions Is "Yes,- then cornplele Schedule D, Parts VI, VII, Vill. IX, or X

as applicable
a Did the organization report an amount forland, buildings , and equipment In Part X, line 107 /f 'Ye© complete Schedule D,

Part VI 110 X
b Did the organization report an amount for investments : other securittes in Part X, line 12, that is 5% or more of its total

assets reported in Part Xi ,line 16 ? lf 'Yes/' complete Schedule [), PatiVIL ... . '. 4 . I 1lb X
c Did theprganization report an amount for investments · program related in Part X, line 13, that is 5% or more of its total

assets reljorted m Part X, line 16? # "yes, " complete Schedule D, Part V/# . .....1.i llc X
d Did the organization report an amount for other assets in Part X, line 15. that is 5% or more of its total assets.reported in

Part X , line '16? If 'Yes,- complete Schedule D, ParUX .. 1ld X
e Did the organization report an amount for other liabilities in Part X; line 25 ? /r' yes, · complete Schedule D, Part X 11e X
f Did the organization's separate or consolidated financial statements for the tax year include a footnote that addresses

the organization 's liability for uncertain tax positions under FIN 48 (ASC 740)7 1/ " yes/ complete Schedule D. Part X 1lf X
12a Did the organization obtain separate, Independent audited financial statements for the tax yearl /r " yes,  complete

120 XSchedule D, Parts XI and XII
6 Was the organization included in consolidated, independent audited financial statements for the tax year?

12b Xif "Yes," and if the organization answered 'No* to line 128, then completing Schedule D„Parts Xi and X11 is optional
13 ts theorgantzationaschooldescribed insection 170(b)( 1 )(A)0119 // · yes/ complete Schedule E .„ ._. , 13 X
14a Did the organization maintain an office: employees, or agents outside of the United States? .

 4 .4--. ...4. &*...4.., ".- .J..U .......4- --..
14a X

b Did the organization have aggregate revenues or expenses of more than $10,000 from grantmaking, fundraising, business,

investment, and program service activities outside the Un,ted States, or aggregate foreign investments valued at $1 00,000
or tnore? 7, 'yes, " complete Schedule F; Parts land IV „ . 14b X

15 Did the organization report on Part IX column (Ah line 3, more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to or for any
foreign orgahization? lf " yes," complete Schedule F Parts Iland IV ...$- 15 X

16 Did the organization report on Part IX, column (A), line 3, more than $5,000 of aggregate grants or other assistance to

orfor foreign individuals? /f •yes, " comp/ete Schedule F. Parts ///and /V 16 X

17 Did the organization report a total of more than $15,000 or expenses for professional fundraising services on Part IX,
column (A), lines 6 and 11 e? # 'Yes,' complete Schedule G, Part I 17 X

18 Did the organization teport mote than $15,000 total of fondialsing event gross income and contributions on Part Vill, lines

\c and 887 If 'Yes," complete Schedule G, Part It .,... 18 X
19 Did the organization report mo're than $15,000.of gross income from gaming activities on Part Vill. line 989 H 4 yes, u

19 Xcomplete Schedule G, Part lit *'. '. '. U .

20a Did the organization operate one or more hospital lacilities? W " yes , " complete Schedule H 2Oa X
b If "Yes" to line 20a, did the organization attach a copy of Its audited financial statements to this return? 20b

2i Dld the organization report more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to any domestic organization or

domestic ovenitnent · on Part IX. column A), lino 1 ? r 09 4 a e Rc . u Ip . nd X
932003 0 k. 20-20 CO py' 9019)ETH - 55



Fot'rn 990 2019 Jeff ersonian Pro *ect 46-2233126 Pa e 4
Ran 1 Checklist of Required Schedules continued

Yes No
22 Did the organization report more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to or for domestic individuals on

Part IX , column (A), line 29 if ·iyes," complete Schedule 4 Parts I and Ill ......_ . 22 X
23 Did the organization answer "Yes' to Part VII, Section A, line 3,4, or 5 about compensation of the organization's current

and former officers , directors. trustees , key employees, and highest ' compensated employees? U KYes " complete
23 X

243 Did the organization have a tax·exempt bond issue with an outstanding principal amount of more than $100,000 as of the
last day oflhe year, that was issued after December 31 , 2002 ? 1/ • res/ answer lines 246 through 24d andcomplete
Schedule K, If 'No," go to line 25a 243 X

b Did the organization invest any proceeds of tax-exempt bonds beyond a temporary period exception? 24b
c Did the organization maintain an escrow account other than a refunding escrow at any time during the yeaf to defease

any tax-exempt bonds? 24c
d Did the organization act as an "on behalf of' issuer for bonds outstanding at any time during the year?~ m„ ..4.1....a- *24- 4- ••- 24d

253 Section 501(c)(3), 501(c)(4), and 501(c)(29) organizations. Did the organization engage in an excess benefit
transaction with a disqualified person during the year? /f " yes, " complete Schedule L, Part I 2513 X

b Is the organization aware that it engaged in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person in a prior year, and
that thetransaction has not been reported on any ofthe organization 's prior Forms 990 or 990-EZ? # • yes," complete
Schedule L, Part I ,..,, 25b X

26 Did the organization report any amount on Part X, line 5 or 22, for receivables from or payables to any current
or fortner officer, director, trustee, key employee, creator or founder, subslantial contributor, or 35%
controlled entity or family member of any of these persons ? # " Yes, " complete Schedule L, Part 11 26 X

27 Did the organization provide a grant or other assistance to any current or former officer, director, trustee, key employee,
creator or founder, substantial contributor or employee thereof, a grant selection committee member, or to a 35% controlled
entity (including an employee thereof) or famity member of any of these persoris? # " yes," complete Schedule L, Part 111 ,.„.,.. 27 X

28 Was the organization a party to a business transaction with one of the following parties (see Schedule L Part IV
instructions. for applicable filing thresholds, conditions. and exceptions):

a A current or former officer, director, trustee, key employee, creator or rounder, or substantial contributor? /f
28a X

b A family member of any individual described In line 288? // 'Yes," complete Schedule L, Part /V ....0...,.,...~.....,-......,..„,.,-„,„,.. 28b· X
c A 35% controlled entity of one or more individuals and/or organizations described in lines 283 or 28h? M

'Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV 28c X
29 Did the orgmnization receive more than $25,000 in non-cash contributions? /f 'Yes," complete Schedule M .,...... 29 X
30 Did the organization receive contributions of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets, or qualified conservation

contributions? If "Yes,' complete Schedule M 30 X
31 Did the organization liquidate , terminate, or dissolve and cease operations? If 'Yes," complete Schedule N, Part 1 '- *.....,:_ 31 X
32 Did the organization sell , exchange , dispose of, or transfer more than 25% of its net assets ? # *yes/ complete

Schedule N, Part H 32 X
33 Did the organization own 100% of an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations

sections 301 . 7701 -2 and 301 . 7701 -3? # ' yes," complete Schedule R, part 1 33 X
34 Was the organization related to any tax·exempt or taxable entity? # 'Yes/ complete Schedule R, Part ll, Ill. or IV. and

part K /ine 1 ..., 34 X
35a Did the organization have a controlled entity within the meaning of section 512(b)(13)? 353 X

b If "Yes' to line 358. did the organization receive any payment from or engage in any transaction with a cont,olled entity
within the meaning of section 512 (b)( 13)? N " yes , " complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2 35b

36 Section 501(c)(3) organizations. Did the organization make any transfers to an exempt non·charitable related organization?
If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2 36

37 Did the organization conduct more than 5% of its activities through an entity that is not a related organization'
and that is treated as a partnership for federal income tax purposes? It "Yes; complete Schedule R, PartVI ... 37 X

38 Did the organization complete Schedule 0 and provide explanatioFs in Schedule O for Paft VI. lines 11b and 19?
Note: Ail Foim 9901ilers are re uired to com lete Schedule O .......... . ..„........__._ . 38 X

Part  Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance

~ | Yes ~ No
1 a Ehter the number reported in Box 3 of Form -1096. Enter -0· if not applicable 1 10 ~ li 1 1

b Enter the number of Forms W-2G included in line la. Enter *0· if not applicable .„.....f'....t.*e..'*,4.. 0 L®_1_._ -_- _-„ _ --QI
c Did the ofganization comply with backup withholding rules for reportable payments to Vendors and reportable gaming

llc'X '...._.-lgamblln21-En!:Emlow.ewlnnersi.-.--.---.....-.....,. -...4.-.-.-.-.-.
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Fom, 990 2010 Jeff ersonian Pro ' ect 46 - 2233126 pae 5
Part V Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance Go,Itinite

Yes No
2a Enter the number of employees reported on Form W-3, Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements,

filed for the calendar year ending with or within the year covered by this ieturn
 g .1,„*..., ..... ....#,-,t 2a 0 '

b If at leasf one is reported on line 2a, did the organization file all required federal employment tax returns" 2b
Note : lftlie sum of lines laand 28 ts greater ihan 250 , youmay be requited to e-file (see instructions)

33 Did the organization have unrelated business gross income df $1,000 or more during the year? 3a X
b If "Yes ," hasit filed a Form 990-T lor this year? /, eiVo " to line 34, provide an explanation on Schedule o 3b

48 At any time during the'calendar year, did the organization have an interest in, or a signature or other authority over, a
financial account in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account)? 43 X

b it 'Yes,0 enter the name of the foreign country *
See instructions for filing requirements for FinCEN Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR)

53 Was the organization a party to a prohibited tax shelter tfansaction at any time duing the fax year? 5a X
b Did any taxable Party notify the organization that It was or ts a party. to a pronibitdd tax shelter tfansaction? 5b X

' 2¢ ,„,1 2.,S .... I...

c If 'Yes" toline.5aor 56, did the organization file Form 8886·19 5c
6a Does the organization have annual gross receipts that are normally greater than $100,000, and'did the organtiation solicit

any contributions that were not tax deductible as charitable contributions? 6a X
b 11 "Yes," did the organization include with eVery solicitation an ekprass statement that such contributions br gifts

were not tax deductible? 6b X
I.r #7 Organizations that may receive deductible contributions Under section 170(c). , -

a Did the organization receive a paymentin excess of $75 macie partly as a contnbution ind partly for goods aqi services provided to the payor? 73
b If *Yes," did the organization notify the donor of the value ofthe. goods or services provided? 7b
c Did the organization sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of tangible personai property for which it was required

to file Form 8282? 7c
d If "Yes,0 indicate the number of Forms 8282 filed during the year *,_-

 ....h...4.-- 7d ---: -  ... -,
e Did the organization recelve any funds , directly or Indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal benefit contract? . 7e
f Did the organization, during the year, pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract? - „,+ _ .,-k,- * 71
g If the organization received a contribution of qualified Intellectual property, did the organization file Form 8899as required? *, 7 .' -
h If the organization received a contnbution of cars,boats, airplanes, or other Veh[cles, did the arganlzatioli file a'Form 1098·CO 7h* j

8 Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds. Did a donor advised fund maintained by the
sponsoring organization have excess business holdings at anytime during the*ar? ,/.*-*'.-%-m-M##g-9V* #.- 8

9 Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds. 4 - -- »- 1
a Did the sponsoring organization make any taxable distributions Under section 4966? ....·».·,-».. ..,..p.. ~-~.,........./......,........ . 9a
b Did the sponsoring organization make a distribution to a donor, donor advisor, or related person? 9b

I , - t10 Section 501(c)(7) organizations. Enter.
a initiation fees arid capital contributions included on Part VII!, line 12 100
b Gross receipts, included on Form 990, Part Vill, line 12; for public use of club facilities lob

11 Section 501(c)(12) organizations. Enter
a Gross income from members or shareholders 11aA ./'...:'.....I-'.'/I'll.'....'*'I')'.*I.-I..,#..'I.'...'.... 2

b Gross income from other sources (Do not net amounts due or paid to other sources against
amounts due or received from them.) ~ry- ,*-~*®trle.*•1~,-5~„~t,F,*8,6••,~~**+4~94*1~81~t~,E4,*•54'.C¥0*~5¢8*¥4*''*4¥'4!,~1*4~4)¥

1lb
12a Section 4947(a)(1) non-exempt charitable trusts. Is ihe organization filing Form 990 in heu of Form 1041? 123

b If "Yes," enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during lhe year 12b , 1

13 Section 501(c)(29) qualified nonprofit health insurance issuers.
a Is the organization licensed to issue qualified health plans tri more than one stateO 138

Note. Sec the Instructions for addltional Information the organization must report on Schedule O.
b Enter the amount of reserves the organization Is required to maintain by the states In which the i

organization Is licensed to issue qualified health plans 13b
c Enterthe amount of reserves on hand 13c

143 Old the organization receive any payments for indoortanning services during the tax year'~ ,. 14a X
b li " Yes," hasit filed a Form 720 toreport these payments? /f · Nor » provide an explanation on Scnedule 0 14b

15 Is the organization subject to the section 4960 ta, on payment(s) of more than $1,000,000 In rein.uneration or
excess parachute payment (s) dunng the yearl 15 X'
11 "Yes:" see instructions and file Form 4720, Schedule N.

16 Is the organization an educational institution sublect to the section 4968 excise tax on net investment income? 16 X
If 'Yes " coin lete Form 4720, Scheoule O. - - .

Form 990 (2019)
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form-REL<20'19)_ Jeffersonian Project 46-2233126 Page 6
~ Part VI . ~ Governance, Management, and Disclosure Foreach * yes " response to hnes 2 throug/1 7b be/ow and tor a *Noiesponse

to line Ba, ab, or 1Ob below, describe the circumstances, processes, of changes on Schedule 0. See instructions.

-Check if Schedule Ocontains a response ornoletoany line InthisParl-\-1 - ·- . --· ......_. - ···.··-· -. --- . ... -„- 130
Section A. Governing Body and Management

Yes No
la Enter the llumber of voting men,bers ofthegoverning body at theend ofthe tax year la 3 ,

11 thefe arc material differences in voting fights among members of the govertling body: or if mc governing
body delegated broad authority to on executive commiltee or silililat coinmillce, explain on Schedule 0.

b Enter the number of voting members included on line la, above, who are independent lb 3
2 Did any officer, director, trustee, or key employee have a family relationship or a business relationship with any other

officer, director, trustee, or key employee? .4.-'............ I.*.......1'.,f..te...,t.,6...'**'.t.......i.'.......'............... ........0.-...4......... 2 X
3 Did the organization delegate control over management duties customarily performed by Or under lhe direct supervision

of officers, directors, trustees, or key employees to a management company or other person? 3 X
4 Did the organization make any significant changes to its governing documents since the prior Form 990 was filed? 4 X .
5 Did the organization become aware during the year of a significant diversion of the organization's assets? 5 X
6 Did the organization have members or stockholders? 6 X
7a Did the organization have members, stockholders, or other pe,sons who had ihe power to elect or appoint one oi

more members of the governing body? 7a X
b Are any governance decisions of the organization reserved to (or subject to approval by) members, stockholders, or

persons other than the governing body? 7b X
8 Did the organization contemporaneously document the meelings hald or written aclions undertaken outing the year by tile following: 11 1

a The governing body? 88 X
b Each committee with authority to act on behalf of the governing body? 8b X*-...............................'..........1...............................

9 Is there any officer, director, trustee, or key employee listed in Part VII, Section A, who Cannot be reached at the
Or anization 's mailin address? . p, 4 . 9 mt · f . p .... ...-.-...--.-..-. 9 X

Section B . Policies q 4 e . r 0

Yes No
10a Did the organizat~n-have local chapters, branches, or affiliates? 100 X

b If "Yes,* did the organization have written policies and procedures governing the activities of such chapters, affiliates, --
and branches to ensure their operations are consistent with the organization's exempt purposes? 1Ob

1 la Has the organization provided a complete copy of this Form 990 to all members of its governing body before filing the form? 113 X
b Describe in Schedule O the process, if any, used by the organization 16 review this Form 990. , :- 1 f

12a Did the organization have a written conflict of interest policy? M 'No, " go to h'ne 13 ,..,-.. ....................2.......4 1. I ...'..... 12a X
b Were officers, directors, or trustees, and key employees required to disclose annually interesis [hal could give rise to conflicts? 126
c Did the organization regularly and consistently monitor and enforce compliance with the policy? /f '·Yes," describe

in Schedule 0 how this was done ,.. 12c
13 Did the organization have a written whistleblower policy? ....W.W. f...t.....1. *......D....„..... 11..... ........ 4......,f.... ..........~ ...... ~.~...... 13 X
14 Did the organization have a written document retention and destruction policy? . 14 X
15 Did the process for determining compensation of the following persons include a review and approval by independent

persons, comparability data, and contemporancous substantiation of the deliberation and decision?
a The organization's CEO, Executive Director, or top management official ...11.,6.... '.4 -..-W.. ...8 ....... „.  ..'.4..........4................. ... I . 15a X
b Other officers or key employees of the organization 15b X

If "Yes'; to line 15aor 15b, describe the processin Schedule 0 (see instructions).
16a Did: the organization invest in, contribute. assets to. or participate in a joint venture or similar arrangement with a --- - -J

taxable entity during the year? , 163 X
b If "Yes,': did the organization follow a Written policy or procedUre requiring the organization to evalua.le its participation 1

in join·t venture arrangements under applicable federal tax law, and take steps to safeguard. the organization's
exem t status with res ect to such arfan ements? ..- ... ... ....~ .~~..~. .~.~~ .. ~... .„ .~-,-,• ~ 166

Section C. Disclosure
17 List the states with which a copy of thls Form 990 isrequired to be liled *AR, CO, CT . FL, GA,HI, IL,KS, KY,MD, MS,MO
18 Section 6104 requires an organization to make its Forms 1023 (1024 or 1024-A, if applicable), 990, and 990-T (Section 501 (c)(3)s only) available

for public inspection. Indicate how you macie these available. Check all that apply.
U Own Website ~ Another's website III Upon request ~ Other (explain on Schedule 0)

19 Describe on Schedule O whether (and if so, how) the organization made its g6verning documents, conflict of interest policy, and financial
statements available to the public during the tax·year.

20 State the name, address, and telephone number of  the person who possesses the organization's books and records I
Lisa Bowen, CFO - (703) 373-0933

932006 01-20-20 See Schedule 0 for full list of states ~~990 (2019)
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Eorm 990(2019) Jeffersonian Project -_ 46-2233126 Page 7
[Part-VIT[7Compensation-of-Officers,Directors, Tfustees, Key Employees, Highest Compensated

Employees, and Independent Contractors
Check iIScheduleOcontainsaresponse ornote toany line inthisBELVII_-·..... ....·- - ~ "  .-.. -" EZ]

Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest Compensded Employees
la ComPIete this lable for atl persons required to be listed. Report compensation for the calendar yea, ending with or within the organization's tax year.

• Usl all of the organization's current officers, directors, trustees (whether individuals or organizations), regardless of amount of compensation.
Enter ·0- in columns (D), (ED, and (F) if no compensation was paid.

• List all of the organization's current key employees, if any. See instructions for definition of "key employee."
• Ust the organization's five current highest compensated employees (other than an officer, director, trustee, or key employee) who received report-

able compensation (Box 5 of Form W·2 and/or Box 7 of .Form 1099-MISC) of more than $100,000 from the organization and any related organizations.
• List  all of the organization's former officers, key employees, and highest compensated employees who received more than $100,000 of

reportable compensation from the organization and any related organizations.
• List all of the organization's former directors or trustees that received, in the capacity as a former director ot trustee of the organization,

more than $10,000 of reportable compensation from the  organization and any related organizations.
See instructions for the order in which to list the persons above.

Check this box if neither the orc anization moran related or anization corn ensated miv current officer director, or  trustee.
(A) (81 (C) (D) (E) (F)

PositionName and title Average Reportable Estimatedfoo not check mor' thon or.e Reportable
hours per box, untes: Denson 15 both an compensation compensation amount of

week 0!fret In:j o director/trusteel from from related other
(list any g the organizations compensation

hours for 2 E organization (W-2/1099.MISC) from the
related * 1 (W-2/1099-MISC) organization

organizations ~ =1 J f and related
below ~ ~ &1jgE organizations
line) 2 2 A .9 rE 2

( l ) Representative Linda Up£r eyer 1 . 00
Director X
(2) Representative Phil King 1.00
Director X , 0. 0
( 3). Senator Leah. Vukmir 1.00
Director X 0. 0. 0.
(4) Lisa Nelson 2.00
CEO 38.00 X 0. 423,600. 25,246.
(5) Lisa Bowen 1.00
CPO 39.00 X 0. 181,440. 31,466.

932007 01-20-20 (COP , r G 990 (2019)
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Form DOD (2019 Jeffersonian Pro'ect 46-2233126 Pa 08
Part VII Section A. Officers Directors Trustees Ke Em lo ces, and Hi hest Com ensated Em to ecs · ' e

(A) (8) (C) CD) CE) (F)
Name and title positionAverage Reportable Reportable Estimated(,10 not clieck 4,0, e th.in onehours per 00*, unfen peison :5  boln an compensation compensation amount of

week 0'ficm and o M ecto•/trustee) from from related other
(list any the organizations compensation

hours for 6 - organization (W-2/1099-MISC) from the
related t. 4 1 (W·2/1099·MISC) organization

Organizations t: .2 and related
below' -+ ·$ organizations
line) 2 2 - 47 2-, 1-

1 b Subtotal -.......................................................... 0. 605,040. 56 712.
c Total from continuation sheets to Part VII, Section A 0. 0, 0

•

d Total add lines 1b and Ic . 0. 605.040. 56,712.
2 Total number of individuals (including but not limited to those Ilsted above) Who received more than $100,000 of reportable

3 Did the organization list any former officer, director, trustee, key employee, or highest compensated employee on
Une 1al lf 'Yes/ complete Schedule J for such individual . .. ,. . .. .. .. I . - I . -' I . I . *.. - I *. I -

3 IX
4 For any individual listed on line 1 a, is the sum of reportable compensation and other compensation from the organization

and related organizations greater than $150 , 000? if *Yes," complete Schedule J lor such individual .........,,- ...„............ . .,. 141X
5 Did any person listed on line la receive or accrue compensation from any unrelated organization or individual for services E--

Section B. Independent Contractors
1 Complete this table for yourlive highest Compensated independent contractors that received more than $100,000 of compensation from

(A) (8) (C)
Name and business address Description of services Compensation

Lane, Purcellville, VA 20132 batabase rental | 250,000.

2 Total number of independent contractors (including but not limited to those listed above) who received more than ~
S.100.000 of compensation from the organization 4 1 - -- 1

Forrn 990 (2019)
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Form 990 (20191_ Jeffersonian Project 46-2233126 Page 9

Check if Schedule O contains a rcs onse or note to an line in this Part Vill
(A) (8) (C) (D)

Total revenue Related or exempt Unrelated Revenue excluced
function revenue business revenue from tax under

sections 512 - 514
2 la Federated campaigtis la
2 b Membership dues ., 1b

c Fundraising events . .................... 'C
d Related organizations 1 d
e Government grants (contributions)le ,
f All other contributions, gifts, grants, and

S similar amounts nol included above , 11 31,800.
C
2 9 Noncosh COntfibutions includedln lines lani 1 S

31,800.
Business Code - - _ . 4

2 a
0

b
4 c
E
80/0 e -

f All other program service revenue , „**~.,*** .,

Total. Add lines 2a-2/
3 Investment income (including dividends. interest, and

other similar amounts).,,.,,..,*,„.,...-.,.,.... .  *....-...,..,.„~ . *+
4 Income from investment of tax-exempt bond proceeds *
5 Royalties

M Real (ii) Personal

6 a .Gross rents 63 -.-Ii..11. 4,

b Less: rental expenses 6b 
-

c Rental income or (loss) 66
d Net rental income or (loss) ,„__.„..,--*_....,„.,.........,- *

7 a Gross amount from sales of (i) Securities (ii) Other -

assels other than inventory 73
b Less: cost or other basis ~

(1) and sales expenses 7b I
C

c Gain or Class) 7c
d Net gain or (loss)

S s a Gross income from fundraising events (not 1
o including $ of 4

contributions reported on line lc). See
Part IV, line 18 8a

b Less: direct expenses -.4 86
c Net Income or (loss) from fundraising events

9 a Gross income from gaming activities. See
Part IV, line 19 90

b Less: direct expenses 9b .
c Net income or (loss) from gaming activities -.HV....--/.

10 a Gross sales of inventory, less returns .
and allowances 10

b Less: cost of .goods sold 10
c Net·income or loss from sales of invento _

Business Code
U)
g 11 a Other 900099 14,332. 14,332.
0,
C b2 -

C
0 -

12 d All otMer revenue
e Total.Add lineslla«ld ..„,..„_„.. ...,.......„.„„-..... 14,332.

12 Total revenue. See instructions . 46,132- 14,332. 0. 0.
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Form 990 (20191 Jeffersonian Project 46-2233126 Psoe 10
[BEiIX:iaTERientoT-FURETTEENT-Expenses--------------~
S#61*1_591(6)(3) and 501 (c)(4) orgar#z#~*8 must comp}ete all columns. All other organizations must complete colugEd®.

Check if Schedule O containsales onseor note to an line in this Part IX
(A) (83 (C) (D)Do not include amounts reported on lines ·65, Total expenses Program service Management and Fundraising76, 8b, 96, and 105 of Part VII1. ex enses eneral ex eAses ex onses

1 Grants an[1 other assistance to domestit organizations
and domestic governments. See Part IV, line 21

2 Gtants and other assistance to domestic
Individuals. See Part IV, line 22

I .p..

3 Grants and other assistance to foreign ·
organizations, foreign governments, and foreign
individuals. See Part 19, lines 15 and 16

4 Benefits paid to or for members
5 Compensation of current officers, directors,

trustees, and key employees 11,106. 7,182. 3,924.
6 Compensation not included above to disqualified

per sons (as defined under  section 4958{0(1)) and
persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B)

f' ·
7 Other salaries and wages .>€.'...~..................'...

61,554. 54,287. 7,267.
8 Pension.plan. accruals and contributions (include

section 401(k) and 403(b) employer contributions) 1,833. 1,630. 203.
9 Other employee benefits 5,085. 4,543. 542.

10 Payroll taxes 5,496. 4,671. 825.
11 Fees,for services (nonemployees):

a Mdnagement
b Legal., 11,552. 11,552.
c Accounting 500. 425. 75.
d Lobbying -...,; :

 --a-
-

-. ... I f-, e Professional fundraising services. See Part IV, line 171
f Investment management fees·
g Other, (If line 119 amount exceeds 10% of line 25,

column (A) amount,.list line 119 expenses on Sch 0.)
12 Advertising and promotion
13 Office expenses.,'.

 •.........i .......... I. A....., 44*„.....
116. 99. 17.

14 ·Information technology 2,038. 1,732. 30.6.
15 Royalties
16 Occupancy
17 Travel 53. 45. 8.
18 Payments of travel or entertainment expenses

for any federal, state, of local public.officials . -
19 Conferences, conventions, and meetings -*
20 Interest
21 Payments to affiliates
22 Depreciation, depiction, and amortization 13,333. 11,333. 2,000.
23 Insurance

¥24 Other expenses. Itemize. expeosestiot covered · 1
above (list miscellaneous expenses on line 24e. It i
line 24e amount exceeds ·10% of line 25, column (A) 1 . 4 'amount, list line 248 expenses on Schedule 0.)

a Subscriptions/research 68,968. 68,968.
b Dues/memberships 2,484. 2,111. 373.
C

d
e All other expenses

25 Total functional ex enses. Add lines 1 throuoh 240 184,118. 157,026. 27,092. w.

26 Joint costs. Complete this line only if the organization
reported in column (B) loint costs from a combined
educational campaign and fundraising soliclialion.
Check here # 11 following SOP 98-2 CASC 058·7201

911010 0·1-20-20 .....> ~~R,(48'i g)
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Form 990 (2019) Jeffersonian Project ~ 46·-2233126 paqellTeaFF*-1-F@mi€6-Slieet
Chetk.if Schedule O conihins·a res onse·or note to :in,4 line in.this Parl X • .2, :...1...,„S- :4„1.,1$.:..:- ..A:..c,-21.*, --,„..:.:,....:......'.-.-,..4.- 1231

(A) (B)
Beginning of year End of year

1 Cash - non·interest-bearing 49,802. 1 59,460.
2 Savings and temporary cash investments. ..

 t..·,·•t••.•••- •••»-,•·•~..••~r,re••· ~~ --••*·.•-•·# 2
3 Pledges and grants receivable, net 100,0.00. 3 11,800.
4- Accounts,receivable. net·

 -**i •G•·. -* .;·«444~~¢1*,i•·--*(#**W*4#-·i®*0, 4
5 Loans and other-receivables from any current or former officer, director, R '

bustee, key embloyee, creator· orfounder, substantial contributo,t or 35%
.control.lqd entity or family member of any of these persons .....'*..,....+ I. ...,/H. 65

-

6 - Loans and Other receivables from other disqualified persons (as defined ..
under section 49580(1)), and persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B) - ,6

LS T Noteshand loans receivable , net 7......... ....... .N............ .. . ..................... ... a ....

8
< 9 Prepaid expenses and deferred charges 145 1.833'. 9 145,833.

.1102 Land, buildings, and equipment: cost or other
basis. Cornplete·Part VI of Schedule D ... -., 103 40,000.  t

:b Less: accumulated depreciation ..*__... 1Ob 40,000. 1.3,.333. loc 0 ·
11 Investments ·publicly traded securities 11 .
12' Investments - other securities. See Part IV, line 11 12...0 -A -a-~*, i 'dh# 4 -,un• 'pli

13. Investments - program·related. See Part IV, line 11
 ........:.9.twrr......../.........:..

13
14

15 Other assets. See Part 1\4 line 11 15
16· Total:assets. Add lines. 1 throu h 15 muste ual line 331 .....„....:......:..~...-.... 308/968. .16.  217,0.93.
17 Accounts payable and accrued· expenses 385;3(71.. 14.  431,.482.
18 -Grants.payable - .18

19 Deferred revenue ....„  b.·i-$............·*•~·· p.:,t.····-•···4···•··it·-'··•·*.'•·4·-·'•.•·t·• .19 . -
t20· Tax-exempt bond liabilities • ' .:20... .
21 Escrow or  custodial account liability, Complete Part IV of Schedule D ..„:.,„.., 21

./..p...%/W--* * ....9-/b ..Fl-·10.22 Lohns and other payables to any current or former officer, director, , ~
CD-2 trustee, key employee, creator or founder, substantial contributor, or 35% „ 1

cbntrolled entity or family member of any of these persons 22
3.23 Secured mortgages and notes payable to unrelated third parties ~0.,~„~,.~~,,:„, 23

24 Unsecured notes and loans payable to unrelated third pa.Flies 24
25. Other libbilities (including federal income tax payables to related third.

parties, and other liabilities not included on lines 17·24), Complete Part X
of Schedule D 25

26 Totalliabilities. Add lines 17 throu h 25  ...4 „......0- .............. .........................
385,371. 26 431,482.

...

Organizations that follow FASB ASC 958, check here * |~Il " 1LO8" and complete lines 27, 28,·32, and 33.
~ 27 Netassets without donor restrictions . -1 76:,403. 27 + -214,389.

4.... I.
100:01010. *8. 0.8.78 Net assets with dono[ restrictiohs - *.„„*......,. - ...,- .-,_.*.,....,-.,--*„*_-,_

.c Organizations'that  do not follow FASB ASC 958, check here )•- ~-~
u. ahd complete lines 29  through 33.

"7.. - -IT-

~ 29 Capital stock orltrust principal, orcurrent funds .......,.....,,,,-,.._ *v.-"-.4 29
30* -30- Paid-in or capifal surplus, or land, building, or equipment fund *..,„,„*,- ,„~,- -
314.31 Retained earnings, endowment,-accumulated income, or other funds ..'*-..'.'.

3 32 Total net assets or fund balances -76,4;03..32 -214,389.
33 Total liabilities and net assets/fund balances ...-......................._-................. 30"8,968. 33 217,0937

Form 990 (2019)
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form-2202919} J e.ffersollian-PE-9-ie-gl_.___.-_.._._....~
[fart X101 Reconciliation of Net Assets

1 1

1 Total revenue (must equal Part Vill, column {A), line 12) -......,......,.„....,................,:.....-.....,..,......,...,...,... ._1_______~___
2 Total expenses (must equal Part IX, column (A),line 25) *-,,„_ -,* -, -*.,.*,_. -

 --,_,-..,®*..-*.,-.-.......-
2 184,118.

3 Revenue less expenses. Subtract line 2 from line 11 . _. -,---, - ..
 .*~......~... .--...--. -- .= 3, --1311-986 .

4 Net assets or fund balances at beginning of year (musl equal Pan X, line 32, column (A)) .,_-*,-_._*- ,„*_*  r 4 -76,403.
5 Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments -5-
6 Donated services and use of facilities
7 Investment expenses 7
8 Priorperiod adiustments 8
9 Other changes in net assets or fund balances (exptain on Schedule 0) .,„-:,.,.,..... ..,._..-*. -,.0.,- .. , -,0.-*-,. 9 0,

10 Net assets or fund balances at end of year. Combine lines 3 through 9 (must equal Part X. line 32,
column B 10 -214,389.

Bart XiI Financial Statements and Reporting
Checkif Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part Xii ...........................-..,................................-.1.-.· F-1

| Yes ~ No

1. il. 11 Accounting· method used to prepare the Form 990: 0 Cash |Xl Accrual 123 Other
If ihe organization changed its method of accounting from a prior year or checked "Other," explain in Schedule..0.

2a Werethe organization's financtal statements compiled or reviewed by an independent accountant?
 4..'...............4-.4.„'*. ~ 28~ IX

.if "Yes,." check a box below to indicate whether {he financial statements forihe year were compiled· or reviewed on a 1.- 1 1.
separate basis, consolidated basis, or both:
~ Separate basis [2] Consolidated basis ~, Both consolidated and separate basis .' il, <

b Were the organization's financial statements audited by an independent accountant? --'.
 ..t. *-'.....4*, . 1-,4.*'*'.~....t......„,5."~..$ 1 2b| X ]

1. 1 1,If  "Yes,« check a box below to indicate whether the financial statements for the year·were audited on a. separate basis, Ill,
consolidated basis, or. both:
~ Set)arat.e basis gl Consolidated basis F7 Both consolidated and separate basis r .1. 11 11 - - .1 I. 4 1.- -..%'

c If 'Yes, toline 2aor21*does the organization have a committee that assumes responsibility for oversight of the audit,
review, or compilation of its fin.ancial statements and selection of an independent accountant? _..,-.„..__...,.,.'L._.1...-.. 2c X
It the organization changed either its oversight process or selection process during ·the tax year, explain on Schedule 0.

32 Asa result of  a federal award, was the organization required to undergo an audit or audits as set forth in the Single Audit
Act and OMB Circular A-133? 30 X

b If"Yes/ didtheorganization undergo the required audit or audits? lf the organization did not undergo the required audit
or audits ex lain wh on Schedule Oand describe an sle stat(en to under o such audits ...... 3b

Form 990 (2019)
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SCHEDULE D | Supplemental Financial Statements ~ OMB No. 1545.00.1%

(Form 990) * Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, 1 2019Part IV, line 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 113, 11b, llc, 1 ld, ile, Ilf, 123, or 12b.
Deputrne¥·401 the. Triaury. I Attach to Form 990. ~ Open to fublic

.Go lo www.irs.qov/Form990 for instruction-5-and the latest information. , Inspection

Name of the organization ~ Employer identification number
Jeffersonian Proiect 46-2233126

organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 6.
Ca)Donoradvisedfunds(bibindsandotheraccounts

1 Total number at end of year ..,.....#.'...,/-........,/. "..'.../.4,
2 Aggregate Value of contributions to (during year)
3 Aggregate value of grants from (during year) ........'........
4 Aggregate value at end of year
5 Did the organization inform all donors and donoradvisors in writing that the assets held in donor advised funds

are the ofgarilitition's property, subject to the organization's exclusive legal.control? - ~ Yes U No

6 Did the organization inform all grantees, donors, and donor  advisors in writing that grant funds can be used only
for charitable purposes and not for the benefit of the donor or donoradvisor, or for any other purpose conferring

1 Purpose(s) of conservation easemenls held by the organization (check 311 that apply).
CZ| Preservation of land for public use (for example, recreation or education) ~ Preservation of a historically important land area
EZ] Protection of natural habitat |~7 Preservation of a certified hislonc structure
~ Preservation of open space

2 Complete lines 2a through 2d if the organization held a qualified conservation contribution in the form of a conservation easement on the last
day 6f the tax year. r.*M#HeIdaltheEndoflheTaxYear

a Total number of conservation easements ...................1.. U............."--+ .-..... --.-.....4.--...... -t.. --' ... ........ 28 -1 03 1b Total acreage restricted by conservation easements -
c Number of conservation easemenls on a certified historic structure included in (a) ,-.....-,.,_~.*,.*,-, ,„-12cl
d Number of conservation·easements included in (c) acquired afl.gr 7/25/06, and not on a historic structure

./ ./ 'I

listed in the National Register ...,i »i.~,4.*. *m. ·.,r...*,·i.i-¥,•~-.I.-rv**,-~-t¥-i·.·,t-•*--••~-·rr-i•$·-:• ••· 1·•~r•*r•-••--•-••·-•• [ 2d l
3 Number of conservation easements modified, transferred, released, extinguished, or terminated by the organization during the tax

year/.
4 Number  of states where property subject to conservation easement [si located *
5 Does tile organization have a written policy·regarding the periodic monitoring, inspection, handling. of

violations, and enforcement of the conservation easements it holds? ,*-- -*,.-*„,*-*,* .*-,-*-*„*~- -*,-* --,0~~,~,~-.,~„~-~,*~~- , El Yes ~ No
6 Staff and volunteer hours devoted to monitoring, inspecting, handling of Violations, and enforcing conservation easements during the year

7 Amount of expenses incurred in monitoring, inspecting, handling of violations, and'enforcing conservation easements during the year

.$-I
8 Does each conservation easement reported on line 2(d) above satisfy the requirements of section 170(h)(4)(E3)(i)

and section 1 70(hj(4)(B)(ll)? , 0 Yes CI] No...................................1......................................................................

9 In Part XIiI, describe how the organization reports conservation easements in its revenue and. expense statement and
balance sheet, and include, if applicable, the text of the footnote to the organization's financial statements that describes the

[ Part 111 ji Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, Historical Treasures, or Other Similar Assets.

la Iftheorganization elected, as permitted under FASB ASC 958, not to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet works

of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public
service, provide in Part XIII thetext of the footnote to its financial statements that describes these items.

b Iflhe organization elected, as permitted under FASB ASC 958, to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet works of
art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public service,
provide the following amounts relating to these items:
(i) Revenue included on Form 990, Part VIll, line 1 .$

.$
.2. If the organization received or held works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets for financial gain, provide

the following amounts required to be reported under FASB ASC 958 relating to these items:
a Revenue included on Form 990, Part VIll, line 1 -

LHA For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule D (Form 990) 2019
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.Schedule D (Fofm 990) 2019 Jeffersonian Protect 46-2233126 pag_2
LEE11!LI Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, H.i*?Li-calT[easures,-RE.91tle[Simila[.Assets.

3 Using the organization's acquisition, accession, and other records, check any of the following that make significant use ofits
collection items (check all that apply):

a (3 Public exhibition d g-7 Loan or exchange program
b EDI Scholarly research e j Other
c [3 Preservation for future generations

4 Provide a description of the organization's coilections and explain how they furtherthe organization's exempt purpose in Part XIII.
5 During the year, did the organization solicit or receive donations of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets

to be sold to raise funds rather than to be maintained as part of the organization's collection? ...,,,.._...., .........,..... |El Yes |~1 No
1 Rart:IV I Escrow and Custodial Arrangements. Complete 11 the organization answered "Yes' on Form 990, Part IV, line 9, or

reported an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21.

la Is the organization an agent, trustee, custodian or other intermediary for contributions or other assets not included
on Form 990, Part X? U Yes ~ No

b if "Yes,' explain the arrangement in Part XIII and complete the following table:
1 1 Amount

c Beginning balance ...........·i·•...i-i.·•·..~i„•·i·„•,·,·••··i··.-il•··...·-•·i-V·-··i.-.-,i·Il..•I#· I.....·'·*I.*...' a.-• .-..... 4- 4 -~ • -
d Additions during the year ld
e Distributions during the year [-11-[-
f Ending balance ...., | lf 1

23 Did the organization include an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21, forescrow or custodial account liability? --_.. -.-* CE]Yes CE] No
b If 'Yes/ explain the arrangement In Part XIII. Check hereifthe oxplanation has been provided.on Part XIII .. .....„......................... . CE]

~ (a) Curreht year ~ (b) Prior year ~ (c} Two years back ~ (cll Three years back ~ fe) Four years back
la Beginning of year balance E==1==hz=zt==21=2~b Contributions
c Net investment earnings, gains, and losses |
d Grants or scholarships
e 9ther expenditures for facilities

.. ~UZZ~Z~~ZIZ~ZIZE~ZEZZI~
I

and programs
f Administrative expenses .........~'.....,~14....

g End of year balance
2 Provide the estimated percentage of the current year end balance (line 1 g, column (a» held as:

a Board designated or quasi-endowment * %
b Permanent endowment * %
c Term endowment I , %

The percentages on lines 2a, 2b, and 2c should equal 10056.
3a Are there endowment funds not in the possession of the organization that are held and administered for the organization

by: , [Yes,-Ria
m Unrelated organizations . ~ 33(i) ~
(ii) Related organizations .._ pafii) i I

b IT "Yes' on line 33(ii), are the related organizations listed as required on Schedule R? |3b| |
4 Describe in Part XIII the intended URes of the orcanization's endowment funds,

Ef*iNEiI-Land,Bulidings,and-Equipment.
Complete if the organization answered 'Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 1 la.'See Form 990, Part X line 10.

basis (investment) basis (othet) depreciation
1 1. . -I- 1la Land

b Buildings
c Leasehold improvements
d Equipment
e Othet ....., 40,000. '40,000. 0.

T6tal. Add lineslathrou h le. /„ 1 0.
Schedule D (Form 990) 2019
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46-2233126 page 3
I Part Vill Investments - Other Securities.

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11 b. See Form 990, Part X, line 12.
ia)-Biscription-nisecurilyoc-BEiZEIZEng.m,co,cac.,i*,1-CE)-Book-vaiJF--T--13-Method-3-valuation: Eostor-enoof-year-market-value

(1) Financial derivatives
(2) Closely held equity interests
(3) Other

A
8
C
D

G
H

Total. Col. b must. e nal Form 990 Part X: col. B line 12.
Part Vill Investments - Program Related.

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11 c. See Form 990. Pan X, line 13.
(a) Description of investment (b) Book value (c) Method of valuation: Cost or endof-year market value

1 1

Total. (Col. (b) must equal Form 99~2 Part X, col. (B) line 13.1 * 1 1

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV. line 11 d. See Form 990, Part X, line 15.

(1} 1101 1-(41 1
- - (51 1-01 1

(71 1(8) 1(91 1
Total. frniumn {bl must eoual Foim 990. Part X col. tB) line 153 ...· -r-= ··z.~-.--„··„·.··-···......··· ·*:-„·-i ·- ·-·· · -··. ~ . - -
[ERKIX-6iherL,abilifies.

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV. line 11 e or 1 lf. See Form 990, Part X. line 25.
1. (a) Description of liability ~ (b) Book value

(1) Federal income taxes ~

- (3)
81 - ... - 1(5) 1(6) 1118) 1(9) 1

Total. <Co/unin tb) foust eoual.EQLm-5122.-ad.£=L~Llm.zi.L~~-~-~.__-_~=_-
2. Liability for uncertain tax positions. In Part XIII, provide the text of the footnote to the organization's financial slaternents that reports the

oroanization's liabilitv for urcer·tain tax positions under FASB ASC 740. Check here i f the text of the footnote has been provided in Part XIII ~
Schedule D (Form 990) 2019
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Part XI I Reconciliation of Revenue per Audited Financial Statements With Revenue per Return.
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, part IV, line 122.

2 Amounts Included on line l but not on Form 990: Part Vill. line 12:
a Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments
b Donated services and use of facilities 2b
c Recoveries of prior year grants 2c
d Other (Describe in Pan XIII.) 2d 9,187,421.
e Add lines 2a through 2d , •,1.'.„„-I-....:i.'*••.'.V.1.*'...1*,.1.·Il••,~.-Ill-*N,- -I.-~,~0*,..M~1~.F,'*„-Il.../1,.0~.„,~,,4~,~0,* 2e 9,187,421.

3 46,132.
4 Amounts included on Form 990, Part Vill.  line 12, but not on line 1 :

a Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part. Vill, line 76 40
b Other (Describe in Part XIII.) 4b
c Add lines 48 and 4b 4c 0 .

5 Totalievenue. Add lines 3 and 4c. f p -7 9 P ' 5 46,132.
Bart XIi , Reconciliation of Expenses  per Audited Financial Statements With Expenses per Return.

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Pari IV, line 123.

2 Amounts included on line 1 but not on Form 990, Part IX,'line 25:
' a Donated services and use of'facilities 2a

b Prior year adjustments 2b
2c

d Other (Describe in Part XIII.) 2d 9,160,748.
e Add lines 23 through 2d . .

 1. f t.....-I.:.................... „.-7.0. .... , ..' .................¢.91„„..............'....,8................."....
2e 9,160,748.

3 Subtract line 2e trom ilne 1 3 184 0118.
4 Amounts included on Form 990, Part IX, line 25,  but not on line 1:

a Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part Vill, line 76 4a
b Other (Describe in Part XIII.) - - 4b
c Add lines 4aand 46 + , 1 4c

5 Total e enses.Add lines 3 and 4c. ' - r 184,118.
Part XIII Supplemental Information.

Pfovide the descriptions required for Pan 11, lines 3, 5, and 9, Part Ill, lines la and 4, Part IV, lines 1 b and 2b: Part V, line 4; Part X, line 2: Part XI.
lines 2d and 4b; and Part XII, lines 2d and 4b. Also complete this part to provide any additional information.

Part X, Line 2:

ManagEment-reviewsand_assesses_-211_activiliesannuall_toidentif_an

chanes_in-thesconeof=the_-activitiesandrevemle_sources_and-the_tax-

treatment_.thereof-&2.-identif_an-uncertaint-in_incometax.-ERE--thelear

ended_December31-,-2-912-,_manaement_disi-not=identif-an-uncertaintx_=in-

statements.

Part-_RI_Line 2.d_.- -Other  Adjustments:

Bevenue of entities other than the Organization included in the

consolidated audited financial statements, net of
elimination entries.
UZEZ;3----------~
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Schedule D (Form 990) 2019 Jeffersonian Proiect 46-2233126 paoes
EaISupplementaiWormauon

Part--RLI,_-kine-Ad-_gther-Adiustments:

Exnenses_of__entities_otherthanths--Qrganization_included_in_the
consolidated audited financial statements, net of
elimination entries. 9,160,748.

-

I..

----

-

Schedule D.(Form-9-92) ~Ng
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SCHEDULEJ Compensation Information OMB No. 1545-00,17

(Form 990) For certain Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest
Compensated Employees 2019

* Complete if the organization answered 'Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 23.
Cepairnent of the Traast,1,9 * Attach to Form 990. Open to Public
Inte™at Re,enuc  Service Go to www.irs. ov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information. Inspection
Name of the o,ganization Employer identification number

Jeffersonian Pro 'ect 46-2233126
Part I Questions Regarding Compensation

Yes No
la Gheck the appropriate box(es) if the organization provided any of the following to or for a person listed on Form 990,

Part vII, Section A, line la. Complete Part Ill to provide any relevant information regarding these items.
/-~ First-class orcharter travel F3 Housing allowance or residence for personal use
1~1 Travel for companions El Payments for business use of personal residence
|23 Tax indernnification and gross-up payments F-1 Health or social club dues or initiation fees ,
~ Discretionary spending account E-1 Personal services (such as maid, chauffeur, chef)

b If any of the boxes on line la are checked, did the organization follow a Written policy regarding payment or
reimbursement or provision of all of the expenses described above? If "No," complete Part Ill to explajn lb

2 Did the organization require substantiation prior to reimbursing or allowihg expenses incurred by all directors.
trustees. and officers, including the CEO/Executive Director, regarding the Items checked on line la? 2

3 Indicate Which; if any, of the following the organization used to establish the compensation of the organization's
CEO/Executive Di,ector. Check all that  apply. Do not check any boxes for methods used by a related organization to
establish compensation ot the CEO/Executive Director, but explain ln Part 111.
El Compensation committee 1-73 Written employment contract
~ Independent compensation consollatit Fl Compensation sur'vey or study
~ Form 990 of other organizatiorts I17 Approval by the board or compensation Committee ~

4 During the year, did any person tisted on Form 990, Part Vil, Section A, line 1 a, with respect to the filing - 4

organization ora related organization:
a Receive a severance payment or change-of-control payment? 4a X
b Participate In, or receive payment from, a supplemental nonqualified retirement plan? ,„.*- ......„.,*,.,.,... ................................ 4b X
c Participate in, or receive payment from, an equity-based compensation arrangement? 4c X

If "Yes" to any of lines da·c, list the persons and provide the applicable amounts for each item in Part ill.

Only section 501(c)(3), 501(c){4), and 501(c)(29) organizations must complete lines 5-9.
5 For persons listed on Form 990, Part VII, Section A, line la, did the organization pay or accrue any compensation

contingent on the revenues of: 'I ..

a The organization? 5a X
b Any related organization? Sb X

If Yes' on line 5a or 5b, describe in Part 111.
6 For persons listed on Form 990, Part VII, Section A, line la, did the organization pay or accrue any compensation

contingent on the net earnings 01-
a The organization? . 68 *
b Any related organization? ···i-.•-~e,~~ i~~4•--¢-•~i--•.•,t-••~i,t•n·-IA·.,•-i•«•-·,··•~•-••••*••--~·•*••,4-·•-i·•~4·•*•--•*,I·•·d~•--•if·~*~·*-%·**,r•~•~~'-*~i.. 66 X

If "Yes" on line 6a or 6b, describe in Part Ill,
7 For persons listed on Form 990, Part VII, Section A; line la, did the organization provide any nonfixed payments

not described on lines 5 and 67 If "Yes," describe in Part Ill 7 X
8 Were any amounts reported on Form 990, Part VII, paid or accrued pursuant to a contract that was subject  to the

initial contract exception described in Regulations section 53.4958-4(a)(3)? If 'Yest" describe in Part 111 8 X
9 If "Yes" on line 8, did the organization also follow the rebuttable presumption procedure described in

Ae ulations section 53.4958-6 c ?
LHA For Paperwork Reduction Act Notices see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule J Form 990) 2019

.n

932111 10-21·19
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SCHEDULE 0 | Supplemental Information to Form 990 or 990-EZ I (Ate N£ 1545-0087

(Form 990 or 990-EZ} Complete to provide information for responses to specific questions on 2019Form 990 or 990-EZ or 10 provide any additional information.
Det,aflment of the T..aswy i- Attach to Form 990 or 990-EZ- NOpeil to Public

Name otlhe organization Employer identification number
Jeffersonian Project 1 46-2213126

Form-_2-2-9-,-Part VI, Section A, line 3: -

the_Oranization'R 9.Eerations_ate-manaed_b_its_Rarent-comEanthe

Americankeisllative=Exchanie-Qolingil.

Form_22_9_,_Part VI, Section A, line 6:

Pursiiantto-the-RE.ganization'soverain_documents.._thesolememberof,the_

Oranization-istheAmer-icaa_.keislativeExchane-gouncil.

ThE_jigard-of_Directors_of_the Qranization=LE-determinedb_the

Oranization'asole.member,-the-American=kegislative__ExchangE_-Council.
.

Form 990 Part VI Section A line 7b·-

Decisionsmade--b. ths.Roardof_Directors_of-the Q.ranization_are_zsubiectto_

anrovalb-kile--REganization's-sole--member_L_-the_.Amer-ican_k.eislative

Exchane.Council..

Egrm.2-2.0..Part._YI,Section--A.-1-ine_@a:

There_were-noboard-meeting.sheldin_2012-.-

Form 990 Part VI Section A line 8b-

The_graanizationdoes--not-have_anboard_committees.

Form_220,_Part-XI. Section-B,linellb:

Tile-(FO_ofthe-2.ranizationandofthe_AmericanLeislative_--Exchang.e

LHA For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule O (Form 90 pr·990-62) (2019)
832211 09-06-19 30'%ETH - 73



Name of the organization Employer identification number

Elace-!mon.receintof_the_draftfora_.2-2.9--received_fromthe_indenendent

public_a-ccounting_firm who conducts the consolidated financial statement-

audit _of the American Legislative Exchange Council, of which the

Organization is a_part. The review involves comparison of financial data _-

in the Form 990 with the audited financial stat.gmen_ts and review of all

narrative information for accuracy and completeness. The CEO of the

Organization and of the American Legislative Exchange Council then reviews

the Form 990.

Form 990, Part VI, Line 17, List of States re.ceiving copy of Form 990:

AR.CO,CT,FL,GA,HI,IL,KS,KY,MD,MS,MO,NJ,NY,NC,OR,PA,SC,TN,UT,VA,WA,WI

Form.990, Part VI. Section C, Line 19: --

The Organization makes these documents available upon request.

-° #% 1-0)37
ZURIZIE7~~~~
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porm 8868 1 Application for Automatic Extension of Time To File ani
(Rev. Januaty 2020) Exempt Organization Return OMB No. 1545·0047

I# File a separate application for each return.
0200: tmant of thi: T,205wry
Inte, nal Ravenue Se/10• * Go to www.irs.gov/Form8868 for the latest information.

Electronic filing (e-file). You can electronically lile Form 8868 to request a 6-month automatic extension of time to file any of the
forms listed below with the exception of Form 8870, Information Return for Transfers Associated With Cert·ain Personal Benefit
Contracts, for which an extension request must be sent to the IRS in paper formal (see instructions). For more details on the electronic
filing of this form, visit www. irs.govle-file-providers/e-file-for-charities-and-non-profits .

Automatic 6-Month Extension of Time. Only submit original (no copies needed).
All corporations required to file an Income tax return other than Form 990-T (including 1120·C filers), partnerships, REMICs, and trusts
must use Form 7004 to request an extension of time to lile income tax returns.

print
Jeffersonian Project 46-2233126

File bythe - -
dia dat. for Number, street, and room or suite no. If a P.O. box, see instructions.
filing your 2900 Cr stal Drive. 6th Floor
return. Sel
Instructions. City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. For a foreign address, see instructions.

Arlin ton, VA 22202
Enter the Return Code for the return that this application is for (file a separate application for each return) . . ., 0 1

Application Return Application Return
is For Code Is For Code
Form 990 or Form 990£2 01 Form 990-T cor oration 07
Fotm 990·BL 02 Form 1041-A 08
Form 4720 individual 03 Form 4720 otherthan individual 09
Form 990·PF 04 Form 5227 10
Form 990-T sec. 401 a or 408 a trust 05 Form 6069 11
Form 990-T trust other than above 06 Form 8870 12

Lisa Bowen, CFO
• The books areinthecareof * 22-0-9__Crystal_Drive, 6th Floor - Arlington, VA 22202

Telephone No.* (703) 373-0933 Fax No. *
• It the organization does not have an office or place of business in the United States, check this box
• If this is for a Group Return, enterthe organization's four digit Group Exemption Number (GEN) . If this is forthe whole group, check this

1 I request an automatic 6-month extension of time until November 16, 2020 , to file the exempt organization return for
the organization named above. The extension is for the organization's return for:
I [X] calendar year 2019 or
* |~7 tax yearbeginning ,and ending

2 If the tax year entered in line 1 is for less than 12 months, check reason: ~ Initial return El Final return
~ Change in accountjng period

-373fthisapplicallon,sforforrns-6EK-5232990-T,-4720,-22669,enterthe-tentative-tax,less

b If this application is for Forms 990*PF, 990·T, 4720, of 6069, enter any refundable credits and

c Balance due. Subtract line 3b from line 3a. Include your payment with this form, if required, by

Caution: If you are going to make an electronic funds withdrawal (direct debit) with this Form 8868, see Form 8453·EO and Form 8879-EO for payment
instructions,
LHA For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see instructions. Form 8868 (Rev. 1-2020)

63 ,;9 [Ci)XX.7
023891 12-30-19 . ,$„,/''i 1 1(C 01 0 ~1,
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Page 1 of 9 
Letter from ALEC to the Commission 

September 17, 2021 
CONFIDENTIAL 

 

CONFIDENTIAL 
 

September 17, 2021 
 
State of Maine Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices 
Attn: Jonathan Wayne 
135 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0135 
Submitted via email to: Jonathan.Wayne@maine.gov 
RE: ALEC’s Response to the Center for Media and Democracy’s Complaint 
 
 Mr. Wayne,  
 

We represent the American Legislative Exchange Council, Inc. (“ALEC”) in responding 
to the Complaint filed by the Center for Media and Democracy (“CMD”) with your office on July 
23, 2021. On August 18, 2021, you informed ALEC that the State of Maine Commission on 
Governmental Ethics and Election Practices (the “Commission”) is “tentatively scheduled to 
consider whether to conduct an investigation into the complaint” and that ALEC may respond to 
the “alleg[ations] that ALEC knowingly made in-kind contributions of voter management software 
(ALEC CARE) to legislative candidates in Maine that may have violated contribution limits and 
restrictions.” For the reasons stated below, the Commission should dismiss the Complaint and not 
initiate an investigation because there are not “sufficient grounds for believing that a violation may 
have occurred.” See 21-A M.R.S. § 1003(2). 

 
SUMMARY OF FACTS 

 
ALEC is a nonpartisan organization with a voluntary membership of state legislators who 

are dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets, and federalism. It has existed 
for almost 50 years. Under the Internal Revenue Code, it is tax-exempt as an educational 501(c)(3) 
organization. ALEC’s mission and activities are listed on its publicly available website, 
www.alec.org, and ALEC does not intervene in election campaigns. Senator Harold “Trey” 
Stewart III and Representative Matthew Harrington are members of ALEC. 

 
Among the activities and information made available to ALEC’s members is a data-

software resource entitled ALEC Constituent Analytics Research Exchange (“ALEC CARE”). As 
a condition of using the software, ALEC prohibits usage for election-campaign purposes. The 
Complaint acknowledges that Complainants do not know whether Senator Stewart or 
Representative Harrington ever used the software.  

 
Attached to this response is an affidavit from ALEC’s Manager of Legislative Membership 

and Engagement. This affidavit confirms that neither Senator Stewart nor Representative 
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Harrington used ALEC CARE for campaign purposes, nor did they use ALEC CARE at all during 
the period when the 2020 election cycle took place.  

 
LEGAL DISCUSSION 

 
In Maine, a “corporation . . . may not make contributions to a candidate in support of the 

candidacy of one person” that exceed certain amounts when that candidate is a traditionally 
financed candidate. 21-A M.R.S. § 1015(2). If a candidate chooses to receive public campaign 
funding under the Maine Clean Election Act, however, then the candidate may not accept any 
contributions. 21-A M.R.S. § 1125(6). A “contribution” may be “[a] gift, subscription, loan, 
advance or deposit of money or anything of value,” M.R.S. § 1012(2)(A)(1), and “the provision 
of any goods or services without charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and customary 
charge for such goods or services is an in-kind contribution,” 94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1, § 6(4). 
Critically, to be a “contribution” it must be “made for the purpose of influencing the nomination 
or election of any person to state, county or municipal office,” 21-A M.R.S. § 1012(2)(A)(1) 
(emphasis added), with “‘[i]nfluence’ mean[ing] to promote, support, oppose or defeat,” 21-A 
M.R.S. § 1012(4-A). Thus, there must be a connection between any expenditure or contribution 
and an election campaign to be considered a “contribution” under Maine law. 

 
Consequently, the provision of Maine law regarding the promotion or defeat of an 

individual campaigning for office limits the statute’s reach. For example, CMD alleges that 
ALEC’s disclaimer prohibiting legislators from using ALEC CARE for campaign purposes 
“do[es] nothing to reduce [ALEC CARE’s] campaign value.” Compl. ¶ 30. But this is wrong as a 
matter of law. By making ALEC CARE available to legislative members on the express condition 
that they do not use the software for campaign purposes, ALEC prevents this membership benefit 
from transforming into an in-kind contribution. See, e.g., McCutcheon v. FEC, 572 U.S. 185, 193 
n.2 (2014) (stating that the federal base and aggregate contribution limits apply to committees that 
make contributions to candidates, but not to committees that only make independent expenditures); 
SpeechNow.org. v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 692, 695–96 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (en banc) (holding that while 
the First Amendment permits Congress to impose limits on contributions to committees that make 
contributions to candidates, it nonetheless prohibits contribution limits imposed on political 
committees that make only independent expenditures). Money, like data, may be fungible. But the 
purpose, usage, and conditions imposed on money and data by ALEC make all the difference under 
the law.  

 
The Complaint acknowledges this limitation. The mere provision of (what the Complaint 

calls) “voter management software” is not a violation of Maine law. Rather, Maine law is violated 
if a contribution is given “to support election campaigns.” Compl. ¶ 30. The Complaint further 
underscores this point noting that if either Senator Stewart or Representative Harrington used the 
software “to support his campaign, he received an in-kind contribution.” Id. at ¶¶ 31–32 (emphasis 
added). Of course, the inverse of this argument is if ALEC made the software available to 
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legislative members only on the condition that the members use the software for constituent 
relationship management purposes—and not campaign purposes—then it has not violated the law. 
 
 Moreover, the provision that defines “an in-kind contribution” states that “[a] commercial 
vendor that has provided a discount to a candidate or political committee because of a defect in 
performance or other business reason has not made a contribution if the vendor grants 
substantially similar discounts to other customers in the ordinary course of the vendor’s 
business.” 94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1, § 6(4)(A) (emphasis added). This exception is in accord with 
federal law. See, e.g., FEC A.O. 2018-11 at 1, 3 (stating that it would not be a prohibited in-kind 
contribution for Microsoft “to offer a package of enhanced online account security services at no 
additional charge on a nonpartisan basis to its election-sensitive customers, including federal 
candidates and national party committees” since it “would be providing such services based on 
commercial and not political considerations, in the ordinary course of its business, and not merely 
for promotional consideration or to generate goodwill”); id. at 4 (“Indeed, a corporation ‘may 
charge different fees to political committee clients than it charges to non-political clients,’ with no 
in-kind contribution resulting, as long as ‘any variation in fees will be based on business 
considerations and will not be based on political considerations.’” (quoting FEC A.O. 2018-05 at 
5)).  
 

As discussed more fully in Part I below, making ALEC CARE available as a benefit not 
only increases the likelihood that a potential member will join ALEC, but using ALEC CARE 
enhances the worth of ALEC’s membership to all members. For example, a legislator member can 
use ALEC CARE to gather feedback on upcoming or potential legislation and then share that data 
with other ALEC members. Such information amplifies the effectiveness of ALEC’s discussions 
about its initiatives and increases the overall likelihood of their success. Consequently, even 
though ALEC is a nonprofit, the value proposition of ALEC CARE is akin to the commercial 
offerings in the for-profit scenarios above.  
 

ALEC HAS NOT MADE ANY CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
The Complaint essentially claims that ALEC ran afoul of Maine’s campaign finance laws 

because providing ALEC CARE to its members allegedly constituted an in-kind campaign 
contribution that exceeded relevant contribution limits. However, the Complaint fails to provide 
any evidence that any member ever used ALEC CARE for campaign purposes or that ALEC 
members like Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington accepted or used ALEC CARE. In 
this case, neither member has ever used ALEC CARE for campaign purposes. Moreover, neither 
Senator Stewart nor Representative Harrington used ALEC CARE at any point during the period 
when the 2020 election cycle occurred. Even if they had, there can be no violation of Maine law 
unless such software—contrary to ALEC’s express conditions and instructions regarding ALEC 
CARE’s use—were used for campaign purposes. There is no evidence or allegation that any 
member used ALEC CARE for that purpose. Accordingly, ALEC made no contribution at all, let 
alone an illegal corporate contribution. 
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Before discussing why the allegations in the Complaint are insufficient to state a violation, 

we note that this is not the first time CMD has filed a complaint against ALEC. CMD has filed 
nearly identical complaints with the relevant campaign finance authorities in multiple states. Decl. 
of Gillham ¶ 14. CMD jointly filed several of these complaints with Common Cause, who also 
joined CMD in similar attacks lodged against ALEC before the Internal Revenue Service. Decl. of 
Gillham ¶ 15; Compl. ¶ 3; Ex. 1 at 1. These complaints evidence a concerted campaign to harass 
ALEC, as well as a pattern of less than reputable tactics. For example, the Complaint mentions 
that Minnesota’s Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board previously found “that ‘ALEC’s 
primary purpose is the passage of state legislation in the various states and that all of its wide-
ranging activities are in support of this primary purpose.’” Compl. ¶ 5. CMD spins that past finding 
as evidence that ALEC is improperly engaging in political activities. What it actually 
demonstrates, however, is CMD’s lack of transparency. Here is the whole sentence with omitted 
portions in bold:  
 

Although the evidence supports a conclusion that ALEC’s 
primary purpose is the passage of state legislation in the various 
states and that all of its wide-ranging activities are in support of this 
primary purpose, such a conclusion is not sufficient to further 
conclude that ALEC’s activities are for the purpose of 
influencing legislative action in this state as the definition of 
principal requires. 
 

Ex. 3 at 6 (italics in the original). The very same sentence cited by the Complaint effectively 
concludes that Minnesota’s Board must dismiss that complaint. See Ex. 3. Furthermore, 
Minnesota’s Board found that the nexus between an ALEC employee’s work supporting its 
mission, and that “some future hypothetical communication with a Minnesota legislator” is 
insufficient for ALEC to qualify as a lobbyist. See id. at 5. 
 

Moreover, CMD did not disclose that Common Cause was the one who filed that 
complaint, which similarly asserted groundless allegations that ALEC violated lobbying laws. See 
id. In fact, like the Complaint here, Minnesota’s Board noted that the allegations that Common 
Cause made and referenced in Exhibit 3 were “more of a general nature” and referenced ALEC’s 
activities nationwide, rather than its activities in Minnesota. Id. at 1. Similarly, the Minnesota 
Board found that “the Minnesota complaint [wa]s a derivation of a complaint on the same subject 
that Common Cause filed with the Internal Revenue Service,” which is precisely the situation with 
the complaint submitted to this Commission. See id. Because CMD and Common Cause have 
joined forces to file similar (and similarly baseless) complaints in multiple states—like the 
Complaint at issue here—their claims depend on substantially similar, and equally ineffective, 
arguments that they have recycled since 2012. For example, although the Complaint alleges that 
ALEC has violated IRS rules, Compl. ¶ 6, it does not mention that the IRS has refrained from 
initiating any investigation against ALEC (to ALEC’s knowledge), nor has ALEC received any 
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notice from the IRS that its tax-exempt status is in jeopardy, despite the 2012 Common Cause IRS 
complaint and the supplemental submissions filed by both CMD and Common Cause. See id.; Ex. 
1 at 1 n.1.  

 
Accordingly, the Commission should dismiss the Complaint for failing to allege sufficient 

grounds to believe that a violation may have occurred.  
 

I. ALEC CARE Is Only Available to Members for Non-Campaign Purposes.  
 

ALEC is “the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of state legislators 
dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism.”1 Its legislative 
members include members of both the Republican and Democratic parties, and ALEC also has 
private sector members who include both for-profit and non-profit corporations. With this 
inclusive array of stakeholders, ALEC serves as a forum for the robust debate of ideas and policies, 
and it has left its mark on the marketplace of ideas for the past five decades.2  

 
In furtherance of its mission, ALEC remains committed to the ideological diversity of its 

membership and to hearing all sides of a debate.3 For example, both Republicans and Democrats 
have served as ALEC State Chairs.4 Additionally, through participation in ALEC, business leaders 
are able to express their policy concerns to legislators, and legislators from one state can share 
their experiences with certain policies with legislators from other states. As such, “ALEC provides 
its public and private sector members with a unique opportunity to work together to develop 
policies and programs that effectively promote the Jeffersonian principles of free markets, limited 
government, federalism, and individual liberty.” Ex. 2. ALEC therefore serves as the critical forum 
in this Nation’s Public Square.  

 
ALEC did not simply come by its legislative members. Rather, for the past several years, 

ALEC has assiduously built its membership base, attracting new members across the country.5 
Part of this effort has included providing its members with benefits, as well as studies and 
educational forums, while keeping the cost of membership low. One of these benefits is ALEC 
CARE, which helps members “keep track of constituent research and engagement to better serve 
[their] community.” Ex. 7. It is critical for legislative members to actively engage with their 
constituents about current and potential legislation, and ALEC CARE enables legislative members 
to communicate more effectively with them about such issues. As a result, ALEC CARE benefits 
ALEC’s entire membership, because legislative members are able to share what they’ve learned 

 
1 See Br. of Amicus Curiae at 1, Americans for Prosperity Foundation, et al. v. Bonta, Nos. 19-
251, 19-255 (U.S. March 1, 2021) (hereinafter, “AFP Brief”).  
2 See id.  
3 See id. at 7–8. 
4 See id. at 8. 
5 See AFP Brief at 7. 
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from their constituents with the other ALEC members, and it also benefits legislative members’ 
constituents, as it helps legislative members share what they’ve learned about “policies and 
programs that effectively promote the Jeffersonian principles of free markets, limited government, 
federalism, and individual liberty.” See Ex. 2. ALEC CARE therefore is a powerful tool used to 
advance these ideals and further relevant legislation. 
 

II. ALEC Prohibits Its Members from Using ALEC CARE for Campaign 
Purposes.  
 
A. ALEC Advises Its Members that They Cannot Use ALEC CARE for 

Campaign-Related Purposes.  
 

The ALEC CARE software program assists legislators in communicating with their 
constituents and acquiring a better understanding of what motivates the residents of a legislator’s 
district.6 The software includes several tools that allow a legislator to “track district events, and 
solicit direct feedback from constituents with customized surveys through text messaging and 
automated phone calls.”7  

 
ALEC also provides its members with training on the ALEC CARE software as well as 

consistent technical support.8 Importantly, in all its training videos, ALEC shows the ALEC CARE 
login page, which reads:  
 

ALEC CARE is a constituency management system that helps 
members better understand and communicate with constituents.  
 
By signing in, you agree this system will not be used for any 
campaign related purpose.9 

 

 
6 LEGISLATIVE MEMBERSHIP, https://www.alec.org/membership-type/legislative-membership/ 
(last visited September 13, 2021). 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 WHAT IS A DIGITAL CONSTITUENCY SERVICE, at 0:41–0:43, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoBF9a4_ue8 (last visited Sept. 13, 2021); WHAT IS ALEC 
CARE?, at 0:12–0:14, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbOpHimIm0s (last visited Sept. 13, 
2021); see also ALEC CARE SMS, at 0:03–0:14 
https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2018/07/CARE-Video-SMS.mp4 (last visited Sept. 13, 2021); 
ALEC CARE TAGS, at 0:02–0:14; https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2018/07/CARE-Video-
Tags.mp4 (last visited Sept. 13, 2021); ALEC CARE DATA, at 0:02–0:15, 
https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2018/07/CARE-Video-Data.mp4 (last visited Sept. 13, 2021).  
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ALEC requires each legislative member to go through this page before accessing the 
constituency service functions.  

 
ALEC’s Manager of Legislative Membership & Engagement, and the one responsible for 

the ALEC CARE platform, Aaron Gillham, provides training to legislators on how to use the 
ALEC CARE software. Decl. of Gillham ¶ 9. During his tenure as the Manager of Legislative 
Membership & Engagement, Mr. Gillham has provided approximately 150 trainings. Id. at ¶ 10. 
During these training sessions, Mr. Gillham consistently and repeatedly emphasizes to the 
legislators that they cannot use ALEC CARE for any campaign related purpose. Id. at ¶ 11. While 
demonstrating how the software functions, Mr. Gillham shows the legislators the login page for 
the software and consistently highlights the language: “By signing in, you agree this system will 
not be used for any campaign related purpose.” Id. at ¶ 12.  

 
B. The Complaint Does Not Allege that ALEC Made any Contribution, as 

Defined Under Maine Law.  
 

The Complaint never alleges that ALEC gave ALEC CARE to a legislator “for the purpose 
of influencing the nomination or election of any person to state, county or municipal office.” The 
Complaint uses conclusory language, e.g., ALEC “knowingly made an illegal in-kind campaign 
contribution,” but never alleges that ALEC gave the software to help Senator Stewart and 
Representative Harrington in their elections. See Compl. ¶ 29. Instead, the Complaint meekly 
alleges that, in Complainants’ estimation, the ALEC CARE software has features that could be 
helpful for electioneering purposes. See id. at ¶ 19. But then the Complaint alleges that ALEC 
provided the software to Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington “as a benefit of their 
membership[]” not to benefit their campaigns. Id. at ¶ 20. And the Complaint admits they “do not 
possess sufficient information to determine if [Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington] 
used it for their campaigns.” Id. (emphasis added). The Complaint never alleges that ALEC gave 
the software to Senator Stewart or Representative Harrington to promote their candidacies or 
defeat their opponent. Thus, the Complaint is based on speculation. Because the allegations of a 
legal violation are no more than conjecture based on how ALEC CARE might be misused (despite 
ALEC’s express conditions and instructions not to use it for campaign purposes), the complaint 
must be dismissed. 

 
Simply put, the Complaint cannot allege a legally sufficient violation. ALEC repeatedly 

told members that they could not use the software for electioneering or campaign purposes. In 
addition to affirming that they would not use ALEC CARE for campaign purposes before 
accessing the software, ALEC members are reminded of the prohibition during trainings and 
throughout the onboarding process when they become members. Furthermore, Senator Stewart 
and Representative Harrington did not even access the ALEC CARE software during the period 
when the 2020 election cycle occurred. Accordingly, the Commission should dismiss the 
Complaint and it should not initiate an investigation. 
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C. ALEC Members, Senator Stewart and Representative Harrington, Have 
Not Accessed or Used the ALEC CARE Software.  
 

Because ALEC has the capability to provide technical support to each of its members, 
ALEC can determine who creates an account. Furthermore, the users of the software typically 
leave a digital trail when users login and use the software. Thus, ALEC is also able to ascertain 
who is using the software. Decl. of Gillham ¶¶ 3–4.  

 
Mr. Gillham has reviewed the ALEC CARE software logs. Id. at ¶¶ 5, 7. Upon review, he 

was able to determine that Representative Harrington created an ALEC CARE account, but Mr. 
Gillham affirms that it appears that Representative Harrington never used the software because 
there is no trace of his logging into the software program and using it. Id. at ¶¶ 7–8. 

 
Mr. Gillham was also able to determine that Senator Stewart created an ALEC CARE 

account. Id. at ¶ 5. Mr. Gillham ascertained that Senator Stewart used the ALEC CARE software 
to a limited extent, and his last use was in June 2017. Id. at ¶ 6. It therefore appears that to the 
extent that Mr. Stewart used the ALEC CARE software, he did so as a member of Maine’s House 
of Representatives rather than as a member of Maine’s Senate.10 Mr. Gillham affirms that there is 
no indication that Senator Stewart used ALEC CARE for anything other than constituent 
relationship management. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
For the foregoing reasons, this Commission should dismiss the Complaint and not initiate 

an investigation. 
 
Nothing in this response should be interpreted as a waiver of any assertion of privilege, 

objection, defenses, or arguments that ALEC may have. In fact, ALEC preserves all privileges, 
objections, defenses, or arguments that it may have.  

 
 ALEC thanks the Commission for its time and consideration.  

 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Jason Torchinsky 

 
10 See Senator Trey Stewart, https://mesenategop.com/senator-trey-stewart/ (last visited Sept. 15, 
2021). 
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Counsel to ALEC11 

 
11 Although I am not admitted to practice law in the State of Maine, it is my understanding that the 
Maine Rules of Professional Conduct 5.5(c)(4) permit an out-of-state lawyer to practice law before 
this tribunal when the subject-matter before the Commission is one that is reasonably related to 
the attorney’s home practice. I have practiced political law for 20 years and am a partner at a law 
firm that is considered a political law boutique firm. If, however, this Commission deems that I 
must have local counsel in order to comply with Maine’s rules regarding the practice of law, please 
let me know and we will make those arrangements promptly.  
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Title 21-A Maine Revised Statutes  

§ 1003. Investigations by commission 
 
 

… 

2.  Investigations requested.   A person may apply in writing to the commission requesting an 
investigation as described in subsection 1. The commission shall review the application and shall 
make the investigation if the reasons stated for the request show sufficient grounds for believing 
that a violation may have occurred. 

 
… 

§ 1004-A. Penalties  
 
 

The commission may assess the following penalties in addition to the other monetary sanctions 
authorized in this chapter. 

 
… 

2. Contribution in excess of limitations.  A person that accepts or makes a contribution that 
exceeds the limitations set out in section 1015, subsections 1 and 2 may be assessed a penalty 
of no more than the amount by which the contribution exceeded the limitation. 

 
… 

§ 1012. Definitions 
 
 

As used in this subchapter, unless the context otherwise indicates, the following terms have the 
following meanings. 

 
… 

2.  Contribution.   The term “contribution:” 

A.  Includes: 

(1)  A gift, subscription, loan, advance or deposit of money or anything of value made 
for the purpose of influencing the nomination or election of any person to state, county 
or municipal office or for the purpose of liquidating any campaign deficit of a 
candidate, except that a loan of money to a candidate by a financial institution in this 
State made in accordance with applicable banking laws and regulations and in the 
ordinary course of business is not included; 

(2)  A contract, promise or agreement, express or implied, whether or not legally 
enforceable, to make a contribution for such purposes; 

(3)  Funds received by a candidate or a political committee that are transferred to the 
candidate or committee from another political committee or other source; and 
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(4)  The payment, by any person other than a candidate or a political committee, of 
compensation for the personal services of other persons that are provided to the 
candidate or political committee without charge for any such purpose; and 

 
… 

4-A.  Influence.   “Influence” means to promote, support, oppose or defeat. 
 

… 

§ 1015. Limitations on contributions and expenditures  
 
 
 

… 

2. Contributions by party committees and political action committees.   Except as  provided in 
paragraph A, a party committee under section 1013-A, subsection 3, a political  action committee 
and any other committee may not make contributions to a candidate. 

A.  A party committee under section 1013-A, subsection 3, a leadership political action  
committee, a separate segregated fund committee, a caucus political action committee  and any 
other political action committee may make contributions to a candidate in  support of the 
candidacy of one person aggregating no more than the amount that an  individual may 
contribute to that candidate under subsection 1, except that the  committee may not make any 
monetary contributions to a candidate using funds that  derive, in whole or in part, from a 
business entity. Nothing in this paragraph prohibits  a separate segregated fund committee that 
receives nonmonetary contributions from a  business entity under section 1056-D, subsection 
2, paragraph A from making  monetary contributions to a candidate within the limits described 
in this paragraph. 

 
… 

§ 1017. Reports by candidates 
 
 

… 

5. Content.   A report required under this section must contain the itemized accounts of 
contributions received during that report filing period, including the date a contribution was 
received, and the name, address, occupation, principal place of business, if any, and the amount of 
the contribution of each person who has made a contribution or contributions aggregating in 
excess of $50. The report must contain the itemized expenditures made or authorized during the 
report filing period, the date and purpose of each expenditure and the name and address of each 
payee and creditor and any refund that a payee has made to the candidate or an agent of the 
candidate. If the payee is a member of the candidate’s household or immediate family, the 
candidate shall disclose the candidate’s relationship to the payee in a manner prescribed by the 
commission. The report must contain a statement of any loan to a candidate by a financial 
institution in connection with that candidate’s candidacy that is made during the period covered by 
the report, whether or not the loan is defined as a contribution under section 1012, subsection 2, 
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paragraph A. The candidate and the treasurer are jointly and severally responsible for the timely 
and accurate filing of each required report. 

 
… 

§ 1125. Terms of participation 
 
 

… 

6. Restrictions on contributions and expenditures for certified candidates.   After certification, 
a candidate must limit the candidate’s campaign expenditures and obligations, including 
outstanding obligations, to the revenues distributed to the candidate from the fund and may not 
accept any contributions unless specifically authorized by the commission. Candidates may also 
accept and spend interest earned on fund revenues in campaign bank accounts. All revenues 
distributed to a certified candidate from the fund must be used for campaign-related purposes. The 
candidate, the treasurer, the candidate’s committee authorized pursuant to section 1013-A, 
subsection 1 or any agent of the candidate and committee may not use these revenues for any but 
campaign-related purposes. The candidate, the treasurer, the candidate’s committee authorized 
pursuant to section 1013-A, subsection 1 or any agent of the candidate and committee may not use 
these revenues for post-election parties. This section does not prohibit a candidate from using 
personal funds for post-election parties as governed by rules of the commission. The commission 
shall publish guidelines outlining permissible campaign-related expenditures. 

 
… 
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Code of Maine Rules 94-270 

Chapter 1 PROCEDURES 
 
 

… 
 

SECTION 6.  CONTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER RECEIPTS   
 

… 

4.  Unless specifically exempted under Title 21-A M.R.S.A. §§ 1012 and 1052 or this section, 
the provision of any goods or services without charge or at a charge that is less than the usual 
and customary charge for such goods or services is an in-kind contribution. Examples of such 
goods and services include, but are not limited to: equipment, facilities, supplies, personnel, 
advertising, and campaign literature. If goods or services are provided at less than the usual 
and customary charge, the amount of the in-kind contribution is the difference between the 
usual and customary charge and the amount charged the candidate or political committee.    

A.  A commercial vendor that has provided a discount to a candidate or political committee 
because of a defect in performance or other business reason has not made a contribution if 
the vendor grants substantially similar discounts to other customers in the ordinary course 
of the vendor's business.   

B.  If a candidate is a public official who is provided a vehicle for transportation by a 
public entity for the purpose of conducting official duties, the use of such vehicle for 
campaign purposes is considered to be an in-kind contribution to the candidate from the 
public entity unless the candidate reimburses the public entity for the use of the vehicle.   

 
… 
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